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Abstract

Arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) are useful structures for the implementation of
wavelength division multiplexing. The AWG consists of an input splitter, a disper-
sive waveguide array which creates the wavelength demultiplexing and multiplexing
effects, and an output coupler. Because the dispersive waveguide array consists of
bent waveguides, the size of an AWG is limited by the light loss in the bends. In
their current form, silica-based gratings are too large to be made cheaply or to use as
an integrated component. The proposed solution is to redesign the AWG using high
index contrast materials for tight confinement of the waveguide modes and, conse-
quently, low bend loss. A rough design is presented for a high index contrast AWG
using multimode interference couplers as the coupling stages. The major components
were simulated using finite difference time domain (FDTD) techniques to find low
loss but rather high crosstalk. A second possible design is also presented, making
use of a coupled waveguide array as the input element. The coupling coefficients of
as many as 41 coupled waveguides were adjusted to create a Gaussian profile as an
input to the dispersive section of the AWG. The output coupler, however, will make
use of more standard free space diffraction techniques, making the overall concept a
unique mixture of waveguide and free space optical elements.

Thesis Supervisor: Hermann A. Haus
Title: Institute Professor Emeritus
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the branch of electrical engineering known as photonics.

Most students and professionals in electrical engineering are familiar with electronics,

in which electric currents and voltages are used to represent information. The inven-

tion of the transistor in 1947, followed by the development of electronic integrated

circuits, has led to revolutions in information technology, including computation and

communication. Less known is the field of photonics, which uses electromagnetic ra-

diation (light) as a medium for representing information. However, the development

of optical technology, including such milestones as the invention of the laser in the late

1950s and the development of optical fibers in the 1970s, has been arguably just as

revolutionary. Nevertheless, optical technology has normally been used only for large

scale telecommunications, while electronics continues to be the technology of choice

for localized, integrated applications such as signal processing and computation. It

is true that photonics technology is limited; for instance, we may never develop non-

linear switches, such as transistors, using optics. But silicon-based electronics face

their own problems in the near future because of fundamental limitations in speed

and bandwidth. Many researchers hope to develop the field of photonics so that it

can help solve these problems, eventually creating an entire toolbox of integrated

components, known as photonic integrated circuits (PICs), as versatile and diverse

as the electronic ones [23]. By combining photonic and electronic components, they

hope to utilize the strengths of each to offset the weaknesses of the other.
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In terms of speed, photonic components already have a great advantage over elec-

tronic ones, since light can move as much as one thousand times faster than electrons

in semiconductors. This speed is already being utilized in simple ways, such as optical

clock distribution, which uses a laser to transport the clock signal to different parts

of an electronic chip [43]. Photonics also offers a second advantage over electron-

ics by providing larger bandwidth on a single channel. This effect can be achieved

by the technique known as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). With WDM,

light of' several different wavelengths can be sent along a channel (fiber-optic cable

or integrated waveguide) simultaneously. Each wavelength can carry a distinct signal

from the others. In order to successfully apply the concept of wavelength division

runtliplexing, some means must be found to multiplex different wavelengths into one

channel and then demultiplex them back into separate channels. Such multiplexing

and demultiplexing devices have applications in many parts of a larger photonic sys-

tem. For example, a multiplexer would be used at the input to any communications

channel or interconnect, while a demultiplexer would be necessary at the end of such

channels to recover the individual signals for further processing [43].

The focus of this thesis is one popular solution to the MUX/DEMUX problem,

known as an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), waveguide grating router (WGR),

or phased-array (PHASAR) device. The rest of this chapter describes the AWG in

general terms, including previous work on the device, before discussing the problem of

bend loss and the proposed solution of high index contrast. Chapter 2 gives a review

of basic theory needed for this thesis, including Maxwell's equations, electromagnetic

waves, slab waveguides, and bend loss. It also describes the finite difference time

domain (FDTD) algorithm used for simulations. Chapter 3 describes our initial de-

sign for the AWG, using two multimode interference couplers (MMIs) instead of the

more traditional free space coupling regions. After some theory, a design procedure

and results for this design are presented. Chapter 4 considers a new design, based

partly on the standard AWG but with a new type of input composed of many cou-

pled waveguides. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the work and gives ideas for future

directions of study.
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1.1 Basics of the arrayed waveguide grating

There are several different ways to implement a WDM multiplexer/demultiplexer.

These methods can be separated into two categories: resonator-based filters and

interference-based filters. Resonator-based filters make use of microring and micro-

cavity structures but ultimately cannot achieve the channel spacing required in many

WDM systems. Interference-based filters can meet the channel spacing requirements

but with the side effect of increased crosstalk [13]. The simplest type of interference

filter uses an actual reflection grating to produce interference effects. However, a

more robust and fabrication tolerant method is to use an arrayed waveguide grating

(AWG) [34]. A typical AWG is pictured in Figure 1-1 [43]. The structure is made

up of three main sections, a splitter, a dispersive waveguide array, and a combiner.

An input signal is coupled by the splitter into the array waveguides. These guides

all have different lengths, so they introduce wavelength-dependent phase shifts into

the signals. The array waveguide outputs are then recombined so that constructive

interference will occur at one unique output for each wavelength in the WDM system.

In this way the AWG acts as a wavelength demultiplexer. The device can also serve

SJGb wswi9 /7N
AWG1

Chanwewaguid up

Figure 1-1: Typical AWG (left) and schematic description of WDM application (right)
[43]
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as a multiplexer when used in the reverse configuration [43].

1.2 Previous work and motivation

The arrayed waveguide grating was first proposed a solution to the WDM problem

by Smit in 1988 [33] and was further developed in the following years by Takahashi

[40] and Dragone [8], who extended the concept from 1 x N demultiplexers to N x

N wavelength routers. Since then, researchers have designed many AWGs seeking to

improve them by increasing the number of channels, decreasing the wavelength spac-

ing, increasing transmission, lowering crosstalk, and reducing the size of the device.

These AWGs have many applications in addition to simple demultiplexing applica-

tions, including add/drop filters [39], cross-connects [15], channel equalization [45],

and multifrequency lasers [46].

AWG devices can be mostly divided into two categories: silica-based devices and

indium phosphide-based devices [34]. Normally, silica-based waveguides are con-

structed of silica (SiO 2) waveguides on silica cladding, where doping is used to provide

a very small index contrast. The problem with such low index contrast devices is their

size; the smallest structures have footprints on the order of square centimeters. This

large size is caused by the bend loss in the array waveguides. At a waveguide bend,

the phase front velocity is smaller closer to the center of curvature and larger farther

from the center of curvature in order to maintain a coherent phase front around the

bend. However, at a certain radius in the outer cladding, the required phase front

velocity is greater than the velocity of plane waves in the cladding. The exponentially

decaying evanescent tail couples to radiation modes, causing radiation loss [21]. This

smallest feasible bending radius in standard silica waveguides is on the order of 1 cm,

leading to the large device footprints discussed above [13]. Indium phosphide based

devices, on the other hand, have higher contrast and can be made smaller, but their

size is still limited by the bend loss.

Several ideas have been developed to counteract this problem of large waveguide

bends. Asymmetric claddings or air trenches can be used to reduce bend loss by

16



artificially increasing the index contrast at the outside of the bend. This idea was

used with InP ridge waveguides to make a low loss, approximately 1 mm x 1 mm AWG

[7]. Air trenches have also been explored in silica buried waveguides [30]. Another idea

is to use a completely different, high index contrast (HIC) material system in which

the core and cladding are chosen to have very different indices of refraction. This, in

turn, causes the electric field to be strongly confined within the core, substantially

reducing radiation loss for sharp bends and allowing smaller structures to be produced

[43]. For example, silicon (n = 3.5) waveguides on silica (ni = 1.46) cladding allows for

98% transmission bends of 1 pim radius [13]. Unfortunately, such high index contrast

waveguides have increased losses due to scattering and are difficult to couple into

because of their small size. Furthermore, their performance is polarization dependent.

Nevertheless, the field of high index contrast optics is promising [19].

This thesis concerns the design of a small arrayed waveguide grating using a high

index contrast material system. This device should have a much smaller footprint

than previous AWGs, allowing for better integration capability. The size reduction

also allows large numbers of AWGs to be made more cheaply and with greater ther-

mal stability. In addition, the silica material system allows the use of CMOS and LSI

processing technology. In fact, this AWG may be eventually integrated onto a chip

with a fiber coupler, photodetectors, and electrical amplifiers [13]. This thesis, how-

ever, only considers the AWG. It has eight wavelength channels, spaced by 0.8 nm,

or 100 GHz. The center wavelength is 1.55 jim, which has the minimum attenuation

in optical fibers. The waveguides are assumed to be buried channels of silicon with

silica cladding.

The primary concerns of the AWG design are the loss of the device and the

crosstalk into neighboring channels. Scattering loss due to the high index contrast

can be solved in fabrication [13]. Polarization dependence will be overcome by split-

ting the incoming signal into transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)

components, rotating the TM into TE, propagating both components through iden-

tical AWGs, rotating the second component back to TM, and then recombining the

polarizations [11]. We present a rough design for this AWG using multimode inter-

17



ference couplers as the input and output stages. Unlike the traditional free space

couplers, MMIs are easy to fabricate and have relatively low loss. However, an MMI-

based AWG is not new; others have implemented them before (e.g. [16], [27], [28],

[32], [24]). The design presented here follows the basic steps laid out by these au-

thors, but since the size is smaller, some new problems were encountered. Rather

than adjust this design, H. Haus proposed a second design, using an array of coupled

waveguides as the input stage for maximum control while reverting to the traditional

free space coupling region for the output. Preliminary results are obtained for the

input stage of this device, and the rest of the design is outlined.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical and Computational

Tools for Analysis of Integrated

Optics

This chapter reviews the basic theoretical and computational tools needed for the de-

sign of an arrayed waveguide grating, leaving more specific theory for later chapters.

We first present Maxwell's equations, the starting point for all optics theory. After

briefly considering plane wave solutions to Maxwell's equations and the behavior of

these fields at dielectric interfaces, we move on to the more interesting and relevant

problem of slab dielectric waveguides. We find a dispersion relation for the modes of

these waveguides using two different analytic techniques and discuss some properties

of these modes. Then we detour briefly to look at the problem of bend loss before

describing the computational tool used for this project, finite difference time domain

(FDTD) simulation. Chapters 3 and 4 will provide more detailed theory and adjust-

ments to the FDTD code specifically relevant to each of the two AWG designs we

present.

2.1 Maxwell's equations [10], [18]

Maxwell's equations in a dielectric medium are:
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V .D

V B

V x E

V x H

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

B
at

OD
at

Here p is the charge density, J is the current density, E is the electric field, H is the

magnetic field, D is the electric displacement, and B is the magnetic flux density.1

We can express the equations in terms of the electric and magnetic fields only if

we write

D

B

E= co(1 + Xe)E

pH =po(1 + Xm)H

(2.5)

(2.6)

where c is the electric permittivity of the medium, co is the permittivity of free space,

Xe is the electric susceptibility, p is the magnetic permeability of the medium, go

is the permeability of free space, and Xm is the magnetic susceptibility. Maxwell's

equations become:

V*-E = p

V-pH =0

VxE -

V x H

OH
a-

at
OE
at

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

'We call H the magnetic field instead of B since H will be the quantity of most interest in a
dielectric.
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In optics, we usually consider a source-free medium (p = 0 and J = 0). We also

ignore the effect of magnetization (1t po). The index of refraction is defined as:

(2.11)n =

We can construct a wave equation by taking the curl of equation (2.9) and substi-

tuting in equation (2.10). Using the vector identity V x (V x A) = V(V -A) - V2A,

and assuming a uniform medium, we obtain the familiar Helmholtz wave equation:

V 2 E -pa0 2 = 0 (2.12)

A similar equation holds for H. We now restrict ourselves to time harmonic functions

(E = E(r)ejw', H = H(r)ewt, J = J(r)ewt). Then Maxwell's equations become:

V -eE

V -p-H

V x E

V x H

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

= -jwpH

= jwE + J

The wave equation becomes

V 2E + w 2 jaE = 0 (2.17)
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With this formalism, we can now consider dispersive media. In general, c = E(w)

and p = p(w). For optics, this means that the index of refraction n is a function of

frequency.

2.2 Plane waves [10], [18]

Plane wave solutions can be found by assuming a spatial dependence E(r) = Eo+e-jk.r

and H(r) = Ho+e-jkr. (The label "0+" indicates that the solution is forward propa-

gating in the direction k; a negative propagating solution also exists with the reverse

sign of k. Both are needed for a complete solution to the differential equation.) Here

k is the propagation vector, or wave vector. Its direction is the direction of propaga-

tion of the wave, and its magnitude is equal to 2wr/A, where A is the wavelength of

the light. By plugging back into the wave equation (2.17), we find that

k2  W2 e (2.18)

This is the dispersion relation for a plane wave. Ignoring magnetic media, we see

that in a medium other than free space, k differs from its free space value ko by a

factor of y/C/Co, or k = nko. In other terms, this means that the wavelength of light

in a medium is reduced from its free space value by a factor of n.

Equation (2.13) shows that

V - E = -jk -E = 0 (2.19)

so k and E are orthogonal. The direction of E is defined as the direction of polariza-

tion. Information about H can be found from equation (2.15):
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H- = V x E = (-jk x E)= x E (2.20)

where k is a unit vector. So the magnetic field is orthogonal to both the electric field

and the propagation vector such that E x H is in the propagation direction. Also, H

differs from E in magnitude by the characteristic admittance f/.

The phase velocity of light is defined as the velocity of a plane of constant phase.

For a plane wave, this plane is wt - k -r = constant, and the phase velocity is

V - (2.21)

For p = po and c = co, v, = 1/fpoo = c, the speed of light in a vacuum. Ignoring

magnetic materials, the phase velocity in another medium is c co/E = c/n.

For the purposes of conveying information with optical signals, we often send a

carrier signal which is amplitude modulated with pulse envelopes that represent the

data. The group velocity of the signal is defined as the velocity of the envelope and

is given by:

V9 = dw (2.22)

The group velocity is the velocity at which information is transmitted. In free space,

we have v = Vg, but in dispersive media with permittivity E(w), we have

1 1 1 c C
= - (2.23)

dk/dw d(wn/c)/dw n/c + (w/c)dndw n - Adn/dA ng
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n. is called the group index.

2.3 Reflection and refraction at dielectric inter-

faces [10], [18]

Consider a plane wave incident on the (infinite planar) interface between two different

materials of permittivity el and C2. The reflection and transmission of the wave

is dependent on the boundary conditions at the interface, which from Maxwell's

equations (2.1) - (2.4) we find to be

n (D 2 - D1 ) = 0=O (2.24)

n (B 2 - B1 ) 0 (2.25)

n x (E2 - E1 ) 0 (2.26)

n x (H 2 - H1 ) K = 0 (2.27)

Here ft is a unit normal vector pointing from medium 1 to medium 2, - is the surface

charge density, and K is the surface current density at the interface. We consider

only interfaces with no surface charge or current. It turns out that these equations

are not independent; the last two will suffice. Thus, we must only consider the fact

that tangential E and H are continuous across the boundary. The incident, reflected,

and transmitted fields are written as

Eincident = Ef ~ej(w+ +-fr (2.28)

Ereflected- E(_eJ(w_ tk-r) (2.29)

Etransmitted = E) e+(' +tk)r) (2.30)
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We define the coordinate system so that the plane of the interface has equation

z = 0. Then in order for the boundary conditions to hold at all points on this plane,

we must have

S =Wi) = (2) =CO
(1) k (1) k = k(2

k = ki = k = ky

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

k~l)

01El

I

Figure 2-1: Plan

Sx

02

z

e wave at a dielectric interface

To simplify the problem, we place the incident, reflected, and transmitted rays

into the xz plane and set k = 0. With the angles 01, 0', and 02 defined as in

Figure 2-1, the condition on kx implies that 01 = 0', i.e., that the angles of incidence

and reflection are equal. It also implies the well-known Snell's law for the angles of

incidence and transmission:
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k) sin -1 k 2) sin 02  (2.34)

ni sin 01  n2 sin 02  (2.35)

where we assume p = po. The next step in solving the interface problem is to apply

the boundary conditions at the plane z = 0 to solve for the magnitudes of the fields.

We consider only the transverse electric (TE) polarization, in which the electric field

is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (here, the xz plane). The Fresnel formulas

which result are:

E FES1  (2.36)

E(2) TE- ) (2.37)

where the reflection coefficient F and the transmission coefficient T are defined as

Z(2 - Z(1
F = 0 0 (2.38)

Z(2) +ZM"0

2Z(2)
T = 0 (2.39)

Z + ZM

and the characteristic impedance in a medium is defined as

Z W/ j (2.40)0 0)
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This definition relates reflection at dielectric interfaces to reflection at transmission

line interfaces. Just as in the transmission line case, impedance matching leads to

F = 0 and T = 1.

2.3.1 Total internal reflection

A special case of this problem, and one which makes the waveguide possible, is the

phenomenon of total internal reflection. If sin 01 > n2/ni, then Snell's law (2.35)

shows that 02 becomes imaginary. In other words, while k, must remain constant

across the interface, k 2 > k(, where k(2) = k_ + k . In order for this to hold,

- jCV2) (2.41)

The field exponentially decays into medium 2 in the z direction. Furthermore, no

power is transmitted into medium 2. Hence the wave is "totally reflected." Using the

Fresnel relation (2.36) with this definition of k 2 gives

j _ 1 21
(2) (1) kz +j(

r = o = 1 1_ (2.42)
(2) + ( II1) -z (2)az kz

So the incident and reflected waves have the same magnitude, but there is a phase

difference:

E = e20El (2.43)

where
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Vsin2 0 - 2 /2
tan q5 - (2.44)

This phase shift is known as the Goos-Hdnchen shift.

2.4 Slab waveguides

We shall consider only the simplest form of waveguide in this thesis, the two dimen-

sional slab waveguide. In reality, all the waveguides in the final product will be buried

channel waveguides. However, this 3D structure can be reduced to a 2D structure

via the effective index method, so we need only study the 2D solution [18]. (In this

thesis, we actually did not use the effective index method to reduce the structure to

two dimensions; instead, we just assumed it already was two dimensional. This choice

undoubtedly causes errors.)

Generally, a 2D slab waveguide consists of a higher index core material (index n1)

sandwiched between cladding materials of indices n2 and n3, where, for sake of defi-

nition, ni > n2 > n3. In this thesis, however, we only consider symmetric waveguides

with n2 = n3. We define our axes such that z is the direction of propagation, parallel

to the dielectric interfaces, x is the direction in which the index changes, and y is

orthogonal to x and z, as shown in Figure 2-2. We will analyze the slab waveguide

in two ways, making use of ray optics and wave optics principles.

2.4.1 Ray optics derivation of modes [22], [25]

A waveguide operates on the principle of total internal reflection, described above.

When light is coupled into the waveguide so that the angle of incidence is greater

than the critical angle for total internal reflection, the light will stay confined within

the waveguide. Previously, we considered 0, the angle between the light ray and the

normal to the interface, but in this section, we will consider oz, the angle between the
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2d

C B n2

D
x

y z

Figure 2-2: Plane wave propagating in a slab waveguide, with dashed lines represent-
ing phase fronts

light ray and the interface itself. So the critical angle which a must be less than is

cos-1 n2/ni.

As the ray travels in the waveguide, it has propagation vector of magnitude k =

n1 ko, where ko is the magnitude in free space. This vector can be decomposed into

two components along the x and z axes:

r= k = n 1ko sin a

S kz nko cos a

(2.45)

(2.46)

Since the mode propagates along the z direction, # is commonly referred to as the

mode propagation constant. Surprisingly, it turns out that not all rays with an angle

less than the critical angle can propagate in the waveguide. In fact, only a discrete set

is allowed. These are the waveguide modes. We solve for the modes by considering

points on the same phase fronts. In Figure 2-2, points A and C are on the same phase

front, and points B and D are, respectively, the same points some time later. Since

they lie on the same phase front, the phase accumulated from A to B and from C to

D must be the same. The distances from A to B and C to D can be found to be [22]:
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(tan a

2d

'N 2d
- tan a 2d cos a = (CoS 2 a _ Sin 2 Ce) s a

sin a

sin a

where d is the half width of the waveguide. To set the phases equal, we note that the

ray from C to D encounters two total internal reflections. So the total equation for

phase matching is

nikoSCD + 20 + 2$ ni koSAB + 2mw7 (2.49)

where # is the Goos-Hiinchen angle defined earlier. We can also express it in terms

of propagation constants and indices of refraction:

(2.50)_n cos 2 a - n /
tani-- a

where

(2.51)

is an abbreviation which will have more meaning later.

Thus the eigenvalue equation for the acceptable modes of the waveguide turns out

to be
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tan (rd - 2 =7 (2.52)
2

This equation is also called the dispersion relation for the TE modes of the slab

waveguide. Each value of m produces one mode. m = 0 is the fundamental mode

with the smallest possible value of o, while modes with higher m propagate at larger

angles.

2.4.2 Wave optics derivation of modes [10], [18], [22], [25]

We can also solve the slab waveguide problem by solving a wave equation. Unlike

the plane wave case, however, the slab waveguide has a varying permittivity, e().

We proceed by looking separately at the wave equation in each dielectric and then

matching boundary conditions at the interfaces. The fields have the general form:

E Eo(x, y)e(Wt-Oz) (2.53)

H = Ho(x, y)e'(t-3z) (2.54)

Note that propagation is in the z direction with the propagation constant 3,

described earlier as the z component of the wavevector in the core. In addition, a key

property of a waveguide is that the field's shape remains constant as it propagates

down the waveguide, so the fields are written without any z dependence.

We can use Maxwell's equations (2.15) and (2.16) to obtain the following equations

for the field components in the medium (assuming the forms above):
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aEZ + j/Ey
ay

-jEx - aEz
ax

ax Oy

Oz + joHy
ay

-j#Hx - ax

ax ay

= -jwpoHz

= -jwoyoH,

--jwpioHz

= jwcEx

jwcE,

jW6Ex

For the slab guide, we assume that the fields have no y dependence, as the slab

is considered to continue infinitely in that direction. To find a wave equation, we

must choose the polarization. For transverse electric (TE) waves, EO is in the y

direction, and H0 is in the xz plane. For transverse magnetic (TM) waves, Ho is in

the y direction, and EO is in the xz plane. As before, we shall consider only the TE

solution, but the TM solution is similar.

The remaining Maxwell's equations for a TE polarized wave are:

aEy
ax

aH~
-j#Hx - ax

OX

- -jwooHx

= -jwptoHz

= j WEy

We can then find a TE wave equation:
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(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)



d2 EY dHz (2.64)
dx 2  dx

-jwoo(-jH - jwcEy) (2.65)

-wpi/(- EY) - W2 EEy (2.66)

(/2 - n2k 2)Ey (2.67)

d 2d E + (n 2k 2 _ 02 )E, 0 (2.68)

We will now solve for the electric field in each of the three regions of the slab.

The magnetic field components can then be found by plugging into (2.61) and (2.62).

The general solutions to this equation are:

Ey (x) = Eoes 2V-n 2 ksx (2.69)

If 02 > n2k2 , the solutions are exponential, while if 32 < 2k2 , the solutions are

oscillatory. For a guided mode, the field is exponentially decaying in the cladding and

oscillatory in the core. The modes look like:

Aey(x+d) x < -d

EY ( B cos (x-) , -d < x < d (2.70)

CeI(xd) x > d

Here d is the half width of the waveguide; A, B, C, and # are unknown constants;

and

-y = 2 _ n2k 2  (2.71)

1 = n 0kj 2 (2.72)
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We have seen K before in the ray optics solution as the x component of the wavevector

in the medium. Now we see that y is actually the coefficient of exponential decay in

the cladding.

The boundary conditions (2.26) and (2.27) imply that tangential E and H should

be continuous at the boundary between media. For Ey, this implies that A

B cos (-Kd - 0) and C = B cos (Kd - 0). The other boundary condition is for H,:

Hz J M
wI-t0 Ox

B cOS (-d - #) e,(x+d)

= -B sin (X -#)

-B COS (Kd - 0)2e-,,(x-d)

(2.73)

,x < -d

(2.74), -d< < d

, x > d

Matching at x = ±d gives

COS (-Kd - #)jy

cos (rd- #)>

= -Ksin(-Kd -#)

= sin (rd - #)

(2.75)

(2.76)

The solutions are q = m7/2. For m even,

tan id = -
K

(2.77)

This corresponds to m even in equation (2.52). These modes are cosinusoidal and

symmetric. For m odd,
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tan id = - (2.78)

This corresponds to m odd in equation (2.52). These modes are sinusoidal and

antisymmetric.

The first and only mode of a single mode, high index contrast waveguide is pictured

in Figure 2-3.

Single mode for n 3.5, n2 =1.46, 2d =0.225 m

1-'-
1
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-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0
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Figure 2-3: Mode of a single mode, high index contrast waveguide

2.4.3 Properties of modes [10], [18], [22], [25]

The propagation constants for the modes of a waveguide can be found by plotting the

function tan rd on the same axes as -y/r, and -/-y and seeing where they intersect.

These points are the eigenvalues for r for a given value of d. From equation (2.72),

the propagation constant # can be found. The phase velocity of the mode is w/f,
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and the group velocity is dw/dI. We also define the effective index neff of' a mode as

nef f - k (2.79)

As the effective index increases, / becomes larger relative to ,, and the mode

travels at a smaller angle a. It is clear that the effective index can be no larger than

the core index, ni. In the other direction, mode cutoff occurs when neff = n2, or

# = n2ko, at which point -y = 0. When -y becomes imaginary, the field will radiate,

not decay, in the cladding. The condition turns out to be equivalent to the cutoff for

total internal reflection. From the dispersion relations (2.77) and (2.78), we see that

at cutoff,

tan id = 0 (2.80)

tan id = oc (2.81)

which correspond to the condition rd = mwr/2 at cutoff. Substituting in for r, at

cutoff, we get the condition

2 _2 mw(2.82)V = kod ni - n2 2 .

V is called the normalized frequency. Calculating the normalized frequency for a

particular design shows how many modes there are. Note that the cutoff for the fun-

damental mode is V = 0, so that the fundamental mode always exists in a symmetric

waveguide. We can also see some trends in the number of modes. As ko increases,

and thus w increases, the number of modes increases. As d increases, the number

of modes increases. Finally, as the index contrast increases, the number of modes
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increases.

An alternative viewpoint is that the single mode width for a high index contrast

waveguide is smaller than the single mode width for a low index contrast waveguide.

It can be shown that the product rd is the same for waveguides of all index contrasts

when d is chosen so that the second mode is just cut off (V = -r/2). Thus the basic

shape of the first mode at this point is the same for all index contrasts. However,

for a high index contrast waveguide, the critical value of d is small, and the mode is

located within a smaller distance. The exponential decay coefficient -Y is necessarily

larger to match the slope at the core/cladding boundary, and thus the field decays

over a much smaller distance than for a low index contrast waveguide. The fact that

high index contrast waveguides provide better confinement allows us to use them as

a solution to the bend loss problem.

Another interesting property of waveguide modes is their orthogonality and com-

pleteness. Orthogonality means that the following relation holds:

(Em x H*) - dA = 0, m (2.83)

Here the integral is taken over the cross section of the waveguide. This is shown

to be a consequence of power conservation in [18]. Completeness implies that any

arbitrary field distribution can be expressed as a superposition of weighted modes of

the waveguide. However, completeness requires another set of modes known as the

radiation modes. These modes correspond to # < n2ko, which have imaginary -Y.

Oscillation occurs in the cladding, and the mode is not confined. Radiation modes

are rarely of interest to us; they are not useful to excite in our waveguides, since they

do not actually guide the field! However, guided modes can sometimes couple into

radiation modes, as when a guided mode traverses a bend. It may then be important

to think of the field as a superposition of both types of modes.
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2.5 Bend loss

When light passes through a bent waveguide, loss inevitably occurs due to radiation.

Figure 2-4 shows the planes of constant phase around a bend. Clearly, the tangen-

tial speed of the mode must increase with the radius from the center of the bend.

Eventually, at a radius known as the radiation caustic, the required tangential speed

exceeds the speed of light in the cladding, c/N. Any field beyond the caustic is thus

coupled to radiation modes, which move at c/n 2 , and the power is lost. Since all slab

waveguide modes have field extending off to infinity, radiation loss is unavoidable

when the waveguide reaches a bend.

-- 4

phase front s

waveguide

caustic

Figure 2-4: Waveguide bend, showing planes of constant phase and radiation caustic

Marcuse [21] derived the following relation for the exponential attenuation coeffi-

cient of the power over a distance z (I = Io exp (-az)):
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2 K2
2-ydC-2(f tanh-1 ('//)-y)R0- = e

a (1 + d)(n2 - n2)k2
(2.84)

This equation clearly shows the exponential dependence of the attenuation on R.

For fixed waveguide structure, the bend loss goes up exponentially with decreasing

R, thus making it difficult to create integrated optics structures with small bends.

The solution, as mentioned in Chapter 1, is high index contrast. As we saw

earlier, high index contrast modes are more confined in space. Thus there is less

overlap with the radiation modes outside the caustic, decreasing the loss. Figure 2-5
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Figure 2-5: Radius required for 98% transmission through a 90 degree bend vs. index
contrast [31]
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plots the radius required for 98 percent transmission through a 90 degree bend versus

the index contrast. The width of each waveguide is the critical one where the second

mode is cut off for that particular index contrast [31].

2.6 Finite difference time domain (FDTD) meth-

ods

There exist many different methods to simulate the performance of an optical device,

each with its own strengths and weaknesses. One popular method is the beam prop-

agation method (BPM), which relies on a paraxial approximation and does not take

reflections into account very well. Because of these restrictions, BPM turns out to

not be very useful for high index contrast devices, which feature sharply inclined k

vectors and many reflections.

Other methods are exact. Most of these methods use some sort of spatial dis-

cretization, in which the structure under study is divided into a grid. The one which

we used for this project is the so-called finite difference time domain (FDTD) method,

first developed by K.S. Yee in 1966 [44]. The "finite difference" part of the name im-

plies that the derivatives in Maxwell's equations (2.1) - (2.4) are approximated as

finite differences, while "time domain" indicates that the time variable is discretized

in the same way as the spatial variables. The fact that FDTD operates in the time

domain allows for many frequencies to be studied by sending in an input pulse of

sufficient frequency content [41; we will make use of this fact in our simulations.

2.6.1 Principles of FDTD

The spatial and time discretization of FDTD is well explained by W.C. Chew's theory

of electromagnetism on a discrete lattice [6]. In a discrete space, derivatives can be

replaced by finite differences, either forward or backward. For example, if g(x)

9 f(x), the analog in discrete space is
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Ym+1/2 = Oxfm j (frn+ - fm)
AX

gn-1/2 = Oxfm =
1

(fA - fm-1)

Here Ax is the discretization size in the x direction, and fm = f(mAx). Note that

grn+1/2 and g.-1/ 2 are defined at half grid points. Finally, the two different difference

operators are distinguished by a tilde on the forward difference, 5, and a hat on the

backward difference, &.

This theory can be extended to vector calculus, including the gradient, divergence,

curl, Gauss' theorem, and Stokes' theorem. With these tools, a discrete form of

Maxwell's equations (2.1) - (2.4) can be expressed as:

7X ft/

m+1/2

7. xefI12

m+/2

7.-] m

= 5t m f12m+1/2

= tPm + ji1/2

=0

PM

(2.87)

(2.88)

(2.89)

(2.90)

Here the subscripts represent the spatial variable, where m + 1/2 = (m + 1/2, n +

1/2, p + 1/2). The superscripts represent the time variable, which is discretized as

t = EAt. Finally, the tildes and hats on the vectors denote whether they are so-called

"forevectors" or "backvectors," respectively. A forevector associated with the point

m (as a subscript) actually has its x component defined at the point (m + 1/2, n,p),
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its y component defined at the point (in, n + 1/2, p), and its z component defined at

the point (m, n, p + 1/2). For example,

Em= E+1/2,f,p + Een+1/2,p + ,p/(2.91)

Similarly, a back vector associated with the point m actually has its x component

defined at the point (m-1/2, n,p), itsy component defined at the point (n, n-1/2,p),

and its z component defined at the point (i, np - 1/2). The last thing we need are

the relations between E, b, N, and B:

Bm+1/ 2 = /m+1/2 - Hm+1/ 2  (2.92)

Dm = Em Em (2.93)

where /p is the permeability tensor and c is the permittivity tensor. There is now

enough information to solve for the fields numerically; this is the basis of the FDTD

algorithm.

One important result found in [6] is the fact that the propagation constant of a

discrete plane wave is not the same as that of the equivalent continuous plane wave.

Similarly, the propagation constant # for a mode in FDTD is not quite the same as

the propagation constant found by a modesolver. Specifically,

2 2 sin 2 ( 3FDTD/z/2) (2.94)real = FDTD (FDTDZz/2) 2

Here Az is the discretization in the direction of propagation. This correction, though

slight, turns out to be critically important when attempting to calculate phases in

the AWG.
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Another important issue for FDTD simulations is the choice of a boundary condi-

tion. Since the computational domain cannot be infinitely large, and, in fact, should

be as small as possible, we need some sort of boundary condition on the outside of

this domain to ensure the fields are not reflected back like at metal walls. Various

boundary conditions exist, but most are imperfect in that they only suppress reflec-

tions which meet certain criteria, such as normal incidence. This deficiency limits the

structures which can be simulated or forces the use of a large computational domain

to keep the interesting elements away from the boundary. The problem was solved

by the development of the perfectly matched layer (PML) [3]. The PML perfectly

absorbs, without reflection, all waves traveling towards the computational domain

boundaries, regardless of frequency or angle of incidence. PML is therefore the most

common boundary condition used today; indeed, the FDTD code used in this thesis

features a PML boundary condition.

2.6.2 FDTD in this thesis

The FDTD code used in this thesis was developed by C. Manolatou [19] in Fortran.

Some supplementary files were also necessary to change the output dielectric profiles

and field profiles to graphic files, as well as to use the discrete Fourier transform

output to estimate a mode overlap. Finally, we made some modifications to the code

in order to easily test the AWG. These modifications are discussed in Chapter 3.

The input files to the FDTD code consist of sequences of numbers which define

the dielectric structures, sources, outputs, and much more. A sample input file is

given in Appendix A. Some of the highlights are described below.

Discretization The discretization should be chosen to be 10-20 pixels per wave-

length in the chosen material. Since silicon has n = 3.5, the center wavelength of the

WDM system, 1.55 pm in free space, is actually about 0.443 pm in the waveguide.

Therefore, we should have pixels which are, at the most, 0.0443 pm across. Usually

0.025 pim spacing was used. Earlier in the project, 0.05 pm was used, until it was de-

termined that the results were inaccurate. Unfortunately, cutting the spacing in half
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makes the simulation eight times slower, four times for the two spatial dimensions,

and two times more for the time step, which is calculated based on the grid spacing.

Sources The first important parameter we must choose for the sources is the time

type. An input of 0, or "no time type," is used to define dummy sources to be used in

mode overlap calculations. The input 1 gives a continuous wave (CW) source, which

we used for testing sometimes. The input 2 gives a Gaussian pulse around a carrier.

We used this for most of our real sources, in order to easily probe the frequency

response of a device. The carrier wavelength was chosen to be 1.55 pm, and the pulse

width was usually chosen to give a broad frequency spectrum.

The other important parameter we need to decide is the spatial structure of the

excitation across a cross section. Usually, we used a modesolver and fit the exci-

tation to the mode of the input waveguide. However, we later made modifications

to allow spatial distributions from previous simulations to be input as well. These

modifications will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Mode overlap Mode overlaps can be calculated by placing mode overlap cross

sections across an output waveguide and slightly ahead of the input source. A dummy

source is also required on the output waveguide. The program "proc" then uses the

spatial profiles of the (real and dummy) sources and the Fourier output at the overlap

cross sections to calculate the power reflection and transmission coefficients.

Power flux Power fluxes can also be obtained at arbitrary cross sections using

Fourier methods. Power fluxes are less accurate than mode overlaps, since some of

the power may not match the mode of the output waveguide, causing it to eventually

be lost. However, while mode overlaps only operate at a single wavelength, power

fluxes give results for a range of wavelengths, making them useful for analyzing the

wavelength dependence of a structure.
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The FDTD code used in this thesis gave accurate results, but at a price. When

the simulations became too large for a standard desktop machine, we had to continue

the simulations on a supercomputer. Unfortunately, the quirks of the supercomputer

caused the existing code not to work due to a problem with the precision of certain

variables. The so-called "hybrid precision" code that was originally provided failed,

so we had to use double precision throughout, increasing accuracy but slowing the

code.

Hopefully, other users of this FDTD code will one day standardize it and improve

its speed somehow. Another attractive possibility is the use of a different simulation

method based on expansion of the field into the eigenmodes of the structure, whose

propagation is well known. An example of this method is P. Bienstman's software

CAMFR [4]. Such a method is perfect for the MMIs described in Chapter 3, where the

index profile is easily divided into three sections: the inputs, the multimode section,

and the outputs. Unfortunately, there was not enough time to explore the potential

of this technique.
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Chapter 3

Multimode Interference Coupler

AWG

The traditional design for an arrayed waveguide grating makes use of free space

couplers, also known as star couplers or focusing slab regions, as the input splitting

and output combining elements. In the input, a single waveguide enters a free space

region, causing the waveguide mode to diffract outward. The far field, which is the

Fourier transform of the input, is sampled by the array waveguides. The array adds

a wavelength-dependent phase, which is linear across the array. At the second free

space region, the light is focused to an output waveguide. For the center wavelength,

which has no extra phase from the array, the focal point will be in the center output

waveguide, thus reversing the effects of the input coupler. For all other wavelengths,

the wavelength-dependent linear phase shift will focus the light to a different output

waveguide. This structure is easily thought of in terms of more conventional optical

components, including a lens (first coupler), mask (sampling of the array), prism

(dispersion of the array), and a second lens (second coupler). Note that the sampling

of the array creates multiple diffraction orders in the output, an unwanted effect which

we will discuss later [18].

This basic AWG structure is the one proposed by Smit [33], Takahashi [40], and

Dragone [8] and is the model used by most researchers and manufacturers of AWGs

today. It is also the type of AWG pictured in Figure 1-1. However, several researchers
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([16], [27], [28], [32], [24]) have proposed making AWG devices using different struc-

tures for the input splitting and output combining elements. Specifically, they suggest

using a multimode interference coupler (MMI), which consists of input waveguides, a

large multimode section, and output waveguides. A typical MMI is shown in Figure

3-1. The MMI has many advantages, including large bandwidth, low polarization sen-

sitivity, low loss, and most importantly for this project, compact size, simple design

procedures, and relaxed fabrication tolerances [16], [27]. Because of these advantages,

we decided to design the AWG using MMI couplers for the splitting and combining

stages.

T
2

__jmultimode section W

inputs outputs

3L,/8

Figure 3-1: Structure of 8 x 8 multimode interference coupler

In this chapter, we will first present the basic principles of multimode interference

couplers, including the primary equations used in their design. Then we will discuss

our efforts to design MMI couplers for the given material system and desired size.

Next, we will present the design of the array waveguides in the AWG. Unlike the

traditional AWG, where the array waveguides have a constant spacing AL in order

to create a linear phase across the array, the array waveguides in an MMI AWG

are not simple to design. The MMI couplers have phase transfer relations which

must be taken into account when designing the array waveguide lengths for proper

phase matching and interference. We discuss a technique for choosing these lengths.

We then describe some slight modifications to the FDTD code which enabled us to
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effectively simulate the entire AWG structure. Finally, we discuss the results and

their implications.

3.1 Principles of multimode interference couplers

[35], [41], [1]

Multimode interference couplers operate on the principle of self-imaging, which is

defined by Soldano and Pennings [35] as "a property of multimode waveguides by

which an input field profile is reproduced in single or multiple images at periodic

intervals along the propagation direction of the guide." Self-imaging in multimode

waveguides was first investigated by Bryngdahl [5] and studied further by Ulrich and

Ankele [42]. To describe the operation of an MMI, we use a modal decomposition

technique.

3.1.1 Modal decomposition of input field

Consider a multimode waveguide of width W, core index n1 , and cladding index n 2.

The guide supports m modes, numbered i 0, 1, ... , m - 1, where m is determined

by calculating the normalized frequency V from (2.82). We know from (2.72) that

a2 n = k 2 (3.1)

We can approximate the value of "i by assuming that the field goes completely to

zero at some point instead of exponentially decaying:

(i + 1)ir(32
KZ = (3.2)

Wei
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The effective width Wj takes into account the penetration depth of the field into the

cladding:

We We W + (1-r 2

TW
(3.3)

For high index contrast waveguides like the ones we use, We W.

expand (3.1) as:

We can now

i = niko 1- 2 2

nko 1
-1 (i + 1) 27 2

2 W2n2k 2

(i + 1)2 7Ao
niko - nW

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

This approximate quadratic dependence of 3 on the mode number is critical to the

derivation of the self-imaging property. A key parameter is the beat length L,:

L7 _= __ 4n 1 W e

L- - 3Ao

Some more algebra shows the propagation constants are spaced by

i(i + 2)7r
0 - A = 3L 7

(3.8)

Suppose we excite the MMI with an input field profile E(x, 0) at z = 0. From the
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principle of completeness, we can express the profile as a sum of all the modes of the

multimode section:

E(r, 0) Zci E(x) (3.9)

Here, the Ej include the radiation modes as well as the guided modes, but we can

assume that the radiation modes are not excited for reasonable input fields. Using

the principle of orthogonality (2.83), we can express the expansion coefficients by an

overlap integral:

f E(x, 0)E (x)dx (3.10)
f Ei(x)dx

With this decomposition, we can write the field at some z as

rn-i

E(x, z) = cjEj(x)ej(ot-Oiz) (3.11)
Z=O

rn-i

= ej(zt-OZ) ciEi(x)ej ('o-80z (3.12)

m-i

ei(-oz) ciEi(x) exp 3L Z (3.13)

3.1.2 Single images

Note that if the phase factor exp (ji(2z) = 1, the initial field profile will be

reproduced at z. To find when this occurs, note that i(i + 2) is even if i is even and

odd if i is odd. To ensure the condition, therefore, we must have z = p(3L,), where

p is even.
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Another self image occurs if exp i(i±2) = (-1)*. In this case, the odd modes

are 180 degrees out of phase, so the field will be reproduced on the opposite side of

the waveguide, a mirror image of the original. Some consideration shows that this

condition occurs for z = p(3L,), where p is odd. Thus, the condition for a single self

image is

z = p(3L,), p = 0, 1, 2, ... (3.14)

3.1.3 Multiple images

Consider the field at distances z = p(3L,)/2, p = 1, 3, 5, .... halfway in between the

single images. The field is given by

M-1 Z(i + 2)p7r
E(x,p(3L,)/2) nci E((x) exp 2 )i=0

= 3 ciE(x)(1)P + ciEi(x)(-j)
i=0,2,4,... i=1,3,5,....

1 + ( ± 1-)P
2 E(x, 0) + 2 E(-x, 0)2 2

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

So there are two images with equal amplitude which are 90 degrees out of phase.

Bachmann, Besse, and Melchior extend this analysis even further [1] to show that N

images are formed at distances

z = (3L,)
N

(3.18)

Normally, we choose p = 1 to minimize the length of our couplers.

Although the arguments above are general for any input distribution, we usually
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only care about inputs arising from N input waveguides, which then couple to N

output waveguides. If we number the inputs i = 1,..., N from the bottom up and

the outputs j 1, ... , N from the top down, we find the following phase relations for

imaging from input i to output j (excluding a constant phase) [1]:

r + 7r (j -i)(2N - j+ Zi) .71 + J even ( .9O+j eve (3.19)

* + 1)(2N - Z+ 1) ,1 + j odd

3.1.4 Symmetric excitation of MMI coupler

The arguments above apply to MMI couplers with arbitrary input field profiles which

can excite all of the modes in the multimode section. Consider now a symmetric input

profile which only excites modes with even i. Then the phase factor exp (i )7r z)

3LL,

will still give an output of 1 for lengths

z = , p = 0, 1, 2,... (3.20)
(4)

This property extends to N images. Thus MMI couplers can be made four times

shorter if only the even modes are excited. We cannot use this fact to alter the 8 x 8

combiner at the end of the MMI. However, instead of making an 8 x 8 splitter, with

only one of the inputs used, we can in fact make a shorter 1 x 8 splitter with the

input waveguide centered on the multimode slab.

The phases of the images (excluding a constant phase) are given by [2]:

qOj = (j - 1)(N -j) (3.21)
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3.2 Design of multimode interference couplers

Designing the 1 x 8 and 8 x 8 MMI structures for the AWG was a slow procedure, due

to the learning curve associated with both the physical principles and the simulation

software. Many test runs were made over several months until the final designs were

achieved.

The design procedure began simply. The width W = 10 pum was chosen for

the multimode sections in order to achieve overall device size on the correct order

(approximately 25 pm for the 1 x 8 and 100 pm for the 8 x 8). Then the beat

length L, was calculated according to (3.7). For the purposes of this calculation, the

effective width We was assumed to be equal to the actual width W. This gives the

length

L = 301.08 pm (3.22)

Finally, the coupler lengths were calculated according to

3L,
Li=x - 3 - 28.23 pum (3.23)

32
3L,

- 3 - 112.90 pum (3.24)
8

Unfortunately, these lengths did not produce the desired results, which were only

qualitative at this point. The first attempt to correct the problem involved replacing

W with We, thus making the coupler somewhat longer. Unfortunately, this did not

help. In fact, it made the problem worse! It was finally decided to investigate the

couplers without output waveguides, to look at the imaging as the excitation propa-

gated down the waveguide and attempt to see what was causing the deviations from

theory. It turned out that the images were in fact forming more closely to the input

than expected. This effect was difficult to see with the output waveguides in place
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because the reflections at the interface between sections quickly obscured the results.

3.2.1 Phase errors in multimode interference couplers

The reason for the unexpected result above can be understood by considering the

problem of phase errors in the MMI. Phase errors cause poor imaging and also may

impact the overall crosstalk performance of an MMI AWG. In order to obtain the

self-imaging condition in an MMI, we assumed that the propagation constant spacing

was given by (3.8). Two approximations went into this derivation.

First, we assumed that the effective width was the same for all modes. (Actually,

characterizing the mode distribution with an effective width was an approximation

in itself, but it is less significant and not as easily quantified.) The correct relation is

given by (3.2), with a different Wei for each mode i. The error can be approximated

by [12]:

7 r2 (i + 1)2 
(No - #A)errori l (3.25)

nikoWeo WeO Wei

The approximation of equal effective width, however, is acceptable for high index

contrast and can be ignored in that case.

The second assumption we made is far more troubling. In (3.5), we expanded the

square root in the expression using the approximation

K 2  < 1 (3.26)
<1 1

2  0 nk2 (3.27)

This is the paraxial approximation, that the transverse wave vector is only a small

part of the overall wave vector. In other words, the beam is propagating paraxially in

the waveguide. However, this assumption is not true for the highest numbered modes
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in the waveguide, which propagate at large angles. The phase error is given by the

next term in the expansion:

(s00 - /3 i)error2 -r 4((i + 1)4 - 1) (3.28)(#o #ierm2 = 8nikO WeOe(.8

The total phase error for a distance z = 3L,/N is approximately given by [12]:

0 1~ + 1) 7r 1 Aoni
2 - 2 2)3/2 (3.29)

2Nn W,20 8 67Weo (ni - n/2

The first term in this sum is the error from the paraxial approximation, while the

second is the error from the effective width approximation, which is negligible in a high

index contrast system. For a 1 x N symmetric excitation (images at z = 3L,/4N),

the phase error will obviously be 4 times smaller, which is evident in the performance

of the designed structures.

Note that the first term in (3.29) gives too great a phase, while the second term

gives too small a phase. The authors of [12] showed that by proper choice of index

contrast, the two types of phase error could be made to (approximately) cancel,

producing an optimal dispersion relation for many more modes than before. Strangely,

this optimal solution is low index contrast (3.5/3.44). Previously it had been thought

that high index contrast was best for MMIs because of the large number of modes

supported. Higher order modes have sharper features and thus have larger ci in the

modal expansion (3.9) of small input distributions than do lower order modes. Thus,

higher order modes allow, in theory, for sharper resolution images [35]. However, if

these higher order modes suffer large phase errors in the MMI, then they will not

image properly, and the replication will be very poor. While high index contrast may

allow for smaller MMIs, it does not necessarily create better ones.

In our MMI structure, the problem is worse than for the high index contrast

example in [12] because the smaller effective width Wo increases the phase error.
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In fact, phase errors may not have significantly affected earlier high index contrast

MMIs which were not designed for small, integrated applications. The equation for

phase error in our (8 x 8) MMI is

-#i = (4.6677 x 10- - 1.1508 x 10- 6)( + i)4 = 4.5526 x 10-'(i + 1)4 (3.30)

Using the normalized frequency method, the multimode waveguide is found to

support 42 modes. The phase errors for these modes are plotted in Figure 3-2. The

greatest phase error is 141.6621 radians. Of course, to interpret this correctly, we take

it modulo 2-r, where we see it is 3.4321, almost completely out of phase! Even worse,
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Figure 3-2: Modal phase error for our 8 x 8 MMI structure
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the phase error has circled around 27 many different times. Following the criterion

in [121, that we desire phase errors less than five degrees, we find that the sixth mode

(i = 5) is the highest mode to meet this requirement. This analysis clearly shows

the difficulty of making an effective MMI coupler in such a small, high index contrast

device.

The highest order mode which contributes significantly to the imaging is approx-

imately equal to the ratio W/W,, where Wg is the width of the access waveguides.

Thus, if the access waveguides are made larger relative to the multimode section, the

higher order modes will be less important in the modal expansion of the input field,

and the imaging should improve. This strategy was used to improve the performance

of the MMI couplers. The original tests featured single mode input waveguides of

width 0.2 pm, giving the ratio W/Wg = 50. This means that the number of modes

was probably not even big enough to achieve the desired resolution! But worst of

all, the modes which were being most useful were plagued with large phase errors,

causing the imaging to be poor and not in the correct location. Therefore, we also

tried waveguide widths of 0.5 pm, 0.6 pm, and 1 pm. Figure 3-3 shows the FDTD

results for these different widths on the 1 x 8 input structure. It is clear that the

larger access waveguides are imaged more clearly. For the rest of the design, we

chose a 0.6 pm access waveguide. The 1 pm case might image better, but directional

coupling issues (discussed more in Chapter 4) would pose a problem at the inputs

and outputs. 0.6 pm, while not optimized in any sense, provides a tradeoff between

the poorly imaged single mode 0.2 pm waveguides and the very tightly spaced 1 pm

waveguides. One problem that presents itself is that the 0.6 pm waveguides are not

single mode. Since we want single mode waveguides in the AWG, the best solution is

to taper the widths at the entrances and exits to the MMI. If we do this adiabatically,

only one mode should be excited, and loss should be minimized.
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1 x 8 MMI splitter (Scale: 1 point =0.025 pm)
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Figure 3-3: 1 x 8 splitter for different input waveguide widths (and no output waveg-
uides). Top to bottom: 0.2 pm, 0.5 [pm, 0.6 pm, 1 tm
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1 x 8 MMI splitter (Scale: 1 point = 0.025 gm)
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Figure 3-4: 1 x 8 multimode interference coupler, W 10 pm, L = 27.25 pm, access

waveguides = 0.6 pm

3.2.2 1 x 8 MMI splitter

Figure 3-4 shows the performance of the final 1 x 8 MMI design. It was found by

assuming a 0.6 pm access waveguide, propagating the excitation down the multimode

section, and picking the length where the eight outputs looked the best. Because of

the phase errors, the images do not all appear at the same z, so an intermediate value

had to be picked to optimize the results. The final length was chosen to be 27.25 Pm.

The power transmission, found by both mode overlaps and power flux (for A =

1.55 jim), is given in Table 3.1. The outputs are numbered bottom up, from 1 to 8.

Since the structure is symmetric, we need only give the results for outputs 1-4.

Output number Mode overlap transmission Flux transmission

1 0.1014 0.1094

2 0.1014 0.1130
3 0.0961 0.1160
4 0.1158 0.1298

Total 0.8294 0.9364

Table 3.1: Power transmission of 1 x 8 MMI splitter

The mode overlap calculation is probably more correct; nevertheless, the design

features fairly low loss and good uniformity.
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End of 8 x 8 MMI combiner (Scale: 1 point = 0.025 gm)
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Figure 3-5: 8 x 8 multimode interference coupler, W = 10 pm, L = 111.5 pm, access

waveguides = 0.6 pm

Output number Mode overlap transmission (input 4)
1 0.139
2 0.049
3 0.076
4 0.109
5 0.043
6 0.112
7 0.104
8 0.041

Total 0.673

Table 3.2: Power transmission of 8 x 8 MMI combiner

3.2.3 8 x 8 MMI combiner

The 8 x 8 design was obtained in the same manner as the 1 x 8 design. The optimal

length was L = 111.5 pm. Figure 3-5 shows the output when input number 4 is

excited. Table 3.2 gives the mode overlap transmission for this input.

It is clear that the 8 x 8 MMI has much greater loss and nonuniformity than

the 1 x 8 MMI. This result was expected because the 8 x 8 structure is longer and

thus accumulates more phase error. Nevertheless, we decided to use these results and

move on to the next step without optimizing.
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3.3 Design of array waveguide lengths for phase

matching condition

In order to construct an AWG using multimode interference couplers, the array waveg-

uides must be designed so that each of the eight wavelengths of the WDM system

constructively interferes at one output and destructively interferes at the rest. The

total phase of the system is composed of the phase of the 1 x 8 splitter, given by

(3.21), the phase from the array waveguides, and the phase of the 8 x 8 combiner,

given by (3.19). Lierstuen and Sudbo [16] give a table showing the required phase

differences between array waveguides to couple to each output. However, it is diffi-

cult to obtain a set of lengths which, when matched with the eight wavelengths in

the WDM system, give these desired phases and correctly route the signals. We will

outline a solution by Paiam and MacDonald [27].

Assume that the shortest arm in the array is labeled m. It is simple to choose the

array guide lengths so that the center wavelength AO is selected by output waveguide

m, i.e., constructive interference occurs for AO at output m. (From here on, we always

consider the waveguides to be numbered bottom up at all points in the device.)

However, there will be phase mismatch at all other outputs k # m. We consider the

difference in phase at output k between a signal of wavelength AO which originated

from array guide j # m and one which originated from array guide m:

A#J,k (= ,j + #j + Oj,k) - (qi,m + Om - Om,k) (3.31)

where the first term in each sum is the transfer phase of the input MMI, the second

is the phase -OL from the array guide, and the third is the transfer phase of the

output MMI. In order to put AO at output m, we have
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(3.32)Oi, + #j + # 5j,m = #1,m + #m + bm,m

for all j. So (3.31) becomes

A 5jk = (#j,k - #rm,k) - (/j,m - Om,m) (3.33)

Note that this result does not involve any transfer phase from the input coupler.

We can substitute for the transfer phase of the 8 x 8 MMI, but we must recall that the

relation (3.19) applies to waveguide indices going in opposite directions at the input

and output. The authors of [27] rederive the phase for their notation and are able to

show that A#jk is an integer multiple of 2wr/N. In order for a different wavelength

A z AO to be constructively interfered at output k, it must counteract this phase with

the phase in the array guides. Thus we have the condition

Lj - Lm ~ dAL (3.34)

where AL is defined as the distance which will produce a phase shift of 27/N between

two wavelengths in the WDM system:

#3oAL = 2reffOAL = 27rn (3.35)
A0

1 A L =27r (nef fo + (dnlf f/dA)AA) AL = 2 r - N
A1LAL 2 2w (3.36)

Solving, we obtain
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AL = A0(Ao + AA) (3.37)
NAA(neffo - AO(dnff/dA))

Paiam and MacDonald [27] spend a good deal of time deriving the smallest set of

dj which avoid waveguide crossings for different size AWGs. The dj for N = 8 are

given in Table 3.3.

What we have, therefore, is an easy method to obtain the lengths of the array

guides. As long as we fine tune the lengths of the array waveguides to direct Ao to

output rn (in our case, m = 4), then the lengths given by (3.34) will ensure that the

other wavelengths are uniquely directed to the other seven outputs. In practice, we

do this in the reverse order. We first fix the shortest array guide, L 4 . In this case

we chose L 4 = 5pm, which is too small for a real device. In reality, all the lengths

would have to be increased by a common amount. In any case, once L 4 is chosen, all

the other lengths are approximately determined from (3.34) and Table 3.3. Then the

lengths are fine tuned to ensure A0 ends up in output 4.

To find a set of lengths which will map A0 to output 4, we could in theory calculate

the phases of the 1 x 8 and 8 x 8 couplers from (3.21) and (3.19), but Lierstuen [16]

gives us the required phases in his chart. Table 3.4 lists them, as well as the phases

needed to map to output 5, for reasons which will be made clear later. All that is

required is to find the nearest lengths to the values found from (3.34) which satisfy

these conditions for A0.

The lengths which were used are listed in Table 3.5. Note that these lengths were

calculated using /FDTD rather than feai, so they would need to be adjusted in real

life. However, assuming a perfect simulation in all other respects, the response should

be the same for the equivalent lengths in real life. Also, it should be noted that the

Array guide number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
dj 6 3 1 0 4 5 7 10

Table 3.3: Optimum values of dj for an AWG with N = 8 [27]
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Output number A# 1,2  A# 1,3  A0 1,4 A0 1 ,5  A0 1 ,6  A0 1,7 IA 1,8
4 7ir/8 3q/8 1 0 31/8 71/8 IT

5 -7/8 -57/8 7T 0 -5-F/8 -- /8 7

Table 3.4: Array guide phase differences A# 1,, = 3(Li - L,) needed to map to
outputs 4 and 5 (Lierstuen's notation) [16]

Length (pim)
L, 621.0003
L 2  312.9698
L 3  108.0193
L4 5.1120
L 5  415.9346
L 6  518.6115
L 7  723.1011
L 8  1031.3621

Table 3.5: Lengths chosen for array waveguides in MMI AWG

calculation of AL, as well as all the fine adjustments for phase matching, assumed that

the array waveguides were 0.6 pum. This was useful because, as described below, we

did not actually physically model the array. In real life, we would need to calculate the

lengths for single mode waveguides. While these two assumptions seem troublesome,

the lengths are relatively easy to choose. Picking those which should mathematically

give us the correct output, even assuming 0.6 pum array guides, will provide insight

on the quality of the phase transfer in the MMI couplers, the primary source of error.

3.4 Adjustments to FDTD code

Previously, we had only simulated the input and output MMI couplers. In order

to measure the performance of the AWG, we needed to also include the effects of

the array waveguides and then couple the three elements together. Unfortunately,

the memory requirements made it impossible to create one simulation for the entire

AWG structure. Thus, some method was needed to take the output of one simulation

and use it as the input to another simulation. This was done by making use of the
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mode overlap output files [20]. The main program was modified to output the mag-

nitude and phase of the discrete Fourier transform of the electric field at the desired

wavelength along the mode overlap cross section. These files are named "finmagX"

and "finphsX," where X is the number of the overlap. The initialization program

was then modified to allow a new option for spatial profiles of sources, represented

in the input file as -3. When -3 is given as the spatial profile, the code reads in the

values of the finmag and finphs files. (Note that at present, the code will associate

source X in the listing with files "finmagX" and "finphsX," so care must be taken to

make sure everything is ordered correctly in the input file.) The values in finmag are

used to create the spatial profile across the source cross section. One problem which

occurs is normalization. As originally written, the code automatically normalizes all

the sources to the same power, so those lines are skipped in the case of a continu-

ing simulation. However, the profile generated by finmag is not normalized correctly

either. In order to calculate transfer functions from the input of one simulation to

the output of a second, a renormalization step must be done. By looking at the flux

at the output of the first simulation and the input of the second simulation, which

should be identical, a scale factor can be approximated for the transition.

Meanwhile, the values in finphs are converted into a delay by dividing by 27rfo.

(Note that in this code, fo =1/A, so the "delay," and all other time variables, actually

have units of length.) This delay is then added to the time variables which are used

in the source excitation.

We decided that it would be too time-consuming and difficult to simulate the array

waveguides separately from the MMI structures. Therefore, we chose to represent the

array waveguides as additional delays in the excitation of the output box. Since the

inputs to our simulation are pulses, we have to find both the group delay and the

phase delay of these pulses in order to obtain all the wavelength-dependent phase

effects of the array guides. The first step is to calculate the group velocity and phase

velocity for the 0.6 prm waveguides as described in Chapter 2, with the group velocity

approximated by a first difference. We must remember again to use /FDTD instead of

Orea in these calculations. Then the group delay is L/vg, and the phase delay is L/vp.
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We must also multiply these times by c to get them into the correct units for the

code. These two delays are then added as new inputs to the FDTD code. The group

delay is added to the expression for the Gaussian envelope in the source excitation

code, while the phase delay is added to the carrier.

These additions to the code worked well, but they were based on some fundamental

assumptions. To begin with, the method of using the Fourier magnitude to reproduce

the amplitude profile relied on the first simulation having no reflections. For the

MMI, this is pretty much true. In addition, the code only uses information at one

wavelength, but again this works well for the MMI, which has a largely wavelength-

independent performance. Another assumption is that the performance of the first

simulation stays the same in time, since the finmag and finphs information is applied

to a brand new Gaussian pulse in the second simulation. Again, with the MMI, there

is no reason to believe this is not true. The only problem is that the Fourier transform

operation changes the scale. The more serious problems come from the fact that we

ignored the array waveguides. The field profile taken at the output of the 1 x 8 MMI

is likely not to be the same as at the input to the 8 x 8 MMI for several reasons.

The array guides themselves will have loss, even though high index contrast should

hopefully reduce that problem. In addition, any part of the field at the 1 x 8 output

which is not matched to the modes of the array guides will eventually be lost. It is

clear, then, that this scheme is not perfect, and it should perhaps be improved if new

simulations of this type are to be made.

3.5 Results and discussion

The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 3-6. The figure was created by

taking the wavelength-dependent flux at the output waveguides and dividing by the

wavelength-dependent flux (a perfect Gaussian) at the input waveguide. It is thus

the transfer function for the MMI AWG. Some error occurs because of the flaws of

the simulation continuation scheme described above. In addition, the use of flux

measurements is perhaps inferior to mode overlap methods, providing a somewhat
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Figure 3-6: Transfer function for MMI AWG, with output waveguides numbered for

one period

optimistic view of the loss. However, as implemented, the mode overlaps would never

be able to generate a reasonable wavelength-dependent output.

A logarithmic plot is shown in Figure 3-7. It shows that the insertion loss ranges

from -1.22 dB in the best channel to -2.01 dB in the worst channel, for a loss uniformity

of 0.79 dB. The overall insertion loss is very good; however, we must remember that

the flux calculations include some field which will not overlap with the modes of the

output waveguides. Loss will occur due to mode mismatch in the array waveguides as

well. The fact that the story presented here is incomplete is obvious from Tables 3.1

and 3.2, which predict a higher loss for the overall structure. The loss uniformity is

also partially predicted by the results of Table 3.2, which shows that the 8 x 8 MMI
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Figure 3-7: Transfer function for MMI AWG, logarithmic scale

we designed can be strongly nonuniform. Nevertheless, the results are on par with or

better than many AWGs based on traditional star couplers.

The failure of the MMI AWG is the crosstalk. The worst nearest neighbor crosstalk

is around -10 dB, for light at the peak wavelength of channel 7 found in channel 6. The

nearest neighbor crosstalk may be partially caused by the flux cross sections, which

catch part of the field that is not actually coupled to the mode of the associated

waveguide. Again, it would be better to use mode overlaps or even to reposition the

flux cross sections. Nevertheless, the crosstalk performance is still disappointing. The

crosstalk never gets better than -15 dB at the peak wavelength of any channel, and

we would like much better performance than this.
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One source of error was discovered soon after the simulation. It turns out that the

center wavelength 1.55 pum actually ends up in output waveguide 5, not 4! Obviously,

Lierstuen [16] labels the waveguides differently than we did, but the paper never indi-

cates his convention. Therefore, some other wavelength, not 1.55 pm, was (unknown

to us at the time) the "center." However, since the structure is periodic, it should

make little difference. The only problem should be the use of the wrong A0 (and neffO,

etc.) in the expression for AL, which was already approximate. In addition, it was

discovered that AL was calculated slightly incorrectly due to an error reading and

transcribing from [27]. The group index for the array waveguides was used instead

of the effective index. A second simulation was soon run to correct these problems.

The lengths were found using the new AL and the phases to map to output "5" from

Table 3.4. They are given in Table 3.6, and the results are pictured in Figure 3-8.

AL changed only slightly, so little change in the results was expected. In fact, the

loss and crosstalk were slightly worse on the second try. A slight improvement was

noticed in the location of the peaks of the transmission with respect to the desired

wavelengths. Still, the changes were minor and illustrate that the real problem is not

in the array guides, but in the MMIs.

3.5.1 Analysis of errors

The two results given above in Figures 3-6 and 3-8 are very similar, despite the fact

that one is based on a correct use of the formulas in [27], while the other is not. This

Length (im)
L 1  623.1618
L2  313.9791
L3  108.1070
L4 4.9694
L5  417.1744
L6  520.0817
L 7  726.4146
L8  1035.3668

Table 3.6: Lengths chosen for array waveguides in MMI AWG, second attempt
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Figure 3-8: Transfer function for MMI AWG, second attempt

fact emphasizes that the problems with the MMI AWG are probably not in the array

waveguides; instead, they are probably due to the MMIs.

One reason for the crosstalk of the output is almost certainly due to the MMI

phase errors analyzed earlier. We based our derivation of the array guide lengths on

the calculated phases of the MMI couplers. If these phases are incorrect, due to the

rather sloppy imaging we expect for these small, high phase error couplers, then the

array guide lengths are not optimized. The simplest solution to this problem is to find

the real phases of the MMI couplers and adjust the array guide lengths accordingly.

Other approaches would be to analyze the MMIs more carefully and try to find new

ways to design them for increased accuracy. This problem will be discussed further
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in Chapter 5.

A second reason for the crosstalk of the output is a fundamental problem of

MMI-based AWGs. The reason can be understood by considering digital filter design

[26]. In essence, we want to design a digital filter which implements a certain transfer

function. For each output waveguide, the desired transfer function is a sharp bandpass

filter around the wavelength assigned to that channel. Unfortunately, such a response

can only be obtained by an infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter. We have to

approximate this filter with a finite impulse response (FIR), or transversal, filter. In

general, the impulse response of this filter has the form

h[n] = ao6[n] + ai6[n - 1] + a26[n - 21 + -- - + aN6 [n - N] (3.38)

This is a series of delays, all spaced by integers. The a, are called the tap coeffi-

cients. In the frequency domain, the response is

H(elw) - ao + aiejW + a2e 2jw + - + aNei (3.39)

So each term is a different phase shift, -mw for integer m. We can see that for the

AWG, the delays of (3.38) correspond to the array guide delays if the integer spacing

is changed to AL. Similarly, the phase shifts of (3.39) are replaced by -mAL.

In order to approximate an IIR filter by an FIR filter, what we are really doing

is multiplying the infinite impulse response by a windowing function which selects

out only some of the values. In the frequency domain, this multiplication becomes

a convolution. In the case of the MMI AWG, we are multiplying by a windowing

function which is 1 for all values of m which are in our list of dj (Table 3.3) and

0 for all other values of m. If we were to use a continuous set of dj with no gaps,

the windowing function would be a rectangle, which corresponds to a sinc in the

frequency domain. The convolution of the sinc with the desired frequency response

produces sidelobes, which we see in Figures 3-6 and 3-8. Even worse, our windowing
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function actually has jumps in it, since dj does not simply go from 0 to 7 without any

gaps. This strange window makes the frequency response worse and is the primary

reason Paiam and MacDonald were searching for the smallest set of dj for a given

number of channels [271. By contrast, the traditional free space coupler excites the

array waveguides not with equal amplitudes, but with a Gaussian distribution. Such

a windowing function produces smaller sidelobes and better performance.

Despite this setback, it seems conceivable to somehow alter the windowing function

of the MMI AWG by nonuniform splitting of the input. This idea will be discussed

in Chapter 5. The more fundamental problem lies in the size of the window. Because

of the way the MMI couplers work, we can only have as many array waveguides as

outputs (8 in our case), whereas free space coupler AWGs can and do have many

more array waveguides than channels. With more array waveguides, we can include

more terms of the desired IIR filter and obtain a more exact response. Because the

MMI AWG is limited in the number of array waveguides it can have, it will never

compete with the free space coupler AWG in lowering crosstalk. All of these problems

combine to make the MMI AWG suboptimal for our purposes.
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Chapter 4

A New AWG Input Structure

Using Coupled Mode Theory

The multimode interference coupler AWG described in the last chapter was suc-

cessfully implemented for high index contrast at small size, but the design was not

optimal. While the overall loss of the device was low, the transfer function contained

undesirable sidelobes and crosstalk into neighboring channels. While there were pos-

sible ways to improve the MMI AWG, including both simple optimization and more

complex enhancements, our attention soon turned to a different method of coupling

to be used as the input to the AWG.

Since the mode of a waveguide extends past the core as an evanescent tail, the

mode in one waveguide may actually excite a field in a neighboring waveguide. The

mathematics which describes this coupling is known as coupled mode theory. The

effects can be harmful, causing closely spaced waveguides to couple into one another

and destroying the original intention of a device. However, the effects can also be

useful. Coupled modes can be exploited to make so-called directional couplers for

power transfer or division. With the application of a voltage, these couplers can be

used as tunable filters or switches [10]. In addition, coupled modes have been used

to optimize the uniformity of a star coupler [25], [38], [29], [37].

Our second AWG design uses an array of coupled waveguides as the input combiner

instead of a free space region or 1 x 8 MMI coupler. The input signal excites one
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of these coupled waveguides, and the power is then transferred to all of them before

entering the dispersive array as usual. There are enough degrees of freedom in the

system to achieve any desired distribution, providing a great deal of control over the

final output of the AWG. Such large scale use of coupled waveguides has, to our

knowledge, not been studied before, especially in the context of an AWG.

In this chapter, we review the basics of coupled mode theory, including an in-

teresting solution to the excitation of one waveguide in a infinite, uniformly coupled

array. Then we describe our efforts to determine coupling coefficients for uniform and

Gaussian distributions in as many as 41 waveguides. Next we consider the problem

of phase, critical to the operation of the rest of the AWG, and a simple solution to

this problem. Finally, we briefly outline the design of the output star coupler which

will be part of this new AWG.

4.1 Coupled mode theory [10], [18]

4.1.1 Derivation of coupled mode equations

Consider a system of N adjacent single mode waveguides aligned along the z direc-

tion. The evanescent tails of the modes of these waveguides interact with the other

waveguides and create a coupling situation. When the waveguides are spaced far

apart, this coupling is negligible, and the waveguide modes are those we found in

Chapter 2, unaffected by the surrounding guides. However, when the waveguides are

closely spaced, the coupling can be significant.

To study this coupling, we first define the mode of the nth waveguide to have

profile En(x) and propagation constant 0,:

E, (x, z) = En (x)e-n (4.1)

We assume that these modes are normalized to have unit power. The following
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expression calculates the time averaged power of one mode:

2
2 E1 Hz~ndxdy = 2w p0

E*Endxdy = 1

We also assume that the modes of different waveguides are orthogonal. Putting this

fact together with (4.2), we get the condition

I EnEn dxdy 2w po ,mn (4.3)

The wave equation for the total field is

V 2 E(x, z) + W 2 o E(x, z) = 0 (4.4)

(Recall that we are using TE polarization throughout, so this field is in the y direc-

tion.) We can assume that the solution to the equation must be some superposition

of the original modes:

N

E (x, z) Z a(z) En (x)~j&Z
n=1

(4.5)

Plugging this trial solution into (4.4), we find:

n=1

d 2a"(dZ2 - 2j# da
dz

+ W2 Po (E - En)an) Ene-iOnz = 0 (4.6)
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C = ((x) is the permittivity distribution for the whole structure, while C, is the

permittivity for waveguide n only, as if the other waveguides were not present. We

can ignore the second order derivative terms in this expansion if we assume that the

fields are changing only slowly in z. We can now multiply this equation by E*, the

conjugate of the mth mode, and integrate over the entire structure:

-:n E*Edxdy + i dzf (C - En)E*mEndxdy e3#nZ 0 (4.7)

From (4.3), we see that the first term in the sum is nonzero only if m = n. We obtain

the equations

dam N/3 W

dz (-J an j(C - Cn)E*,Endxdy) e-jonZ (4.8)

n=1dam N

dz E Z'mnane (4.9)

Here /-mn is the coupling coefficient between waveguides m and n.

Kmn = -)- (E - En)E*Endxdy (4.10)
4

We ignore the case when m = n, which describes a perturbation to the mode of

a waveguide from the presence of other waveguide structures. We also usually ignore

the coupling coefficients for all waveguides which are not nearest neighbors; that is,

we assume Kmn = 0, m # n ± 1. For a TE slab waveguide, the coupling coefficient

between two waveguides is [10]:
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- 2
K X _-(D-2d)(4.11)

(K 2 + Y2 ) (d + 01/y)

Here rc, is the transverse wavevector, formerly known as K but changed to reduce

confusion. D is the separation between the centers of the two slabs. Note the ex-

ponential dependence of the coupling coefficient on separation distance, due to the

exponentially decaying nature of the cladding field.

Atnm is the relative detuning of propagation constants between waveguides. In

particular, Anm = 0n - /m In this thesis we only consider waveguide couplers with

identical waveguides, so X/nm = 0. It would perhaps be interesting to investigate the

effects of detuning in such large scale couplers, since it would provide an extra N - 1

degrees of freedom. However, for simplicity, we ignore such effects.

4.1.2 Solving the coupled mode equations

The best way to solve the coupled mode problem is to use eigenvalue methods as

applied to differential equations. The system of differential equations we are trying

to solve is

da-- = Ka (4.12)
dz

Here a is the vector of mode amplitude coefficients for each waveguide. K is the

matrix of coupling coefficients, which is nonzero only for elements with indices m and

n satisfying m = n ± 1:
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a,

a 2

aN

0

0i

0

0

0

0

1

... KN-1 0

The key to solving the system is

Then the system of equations is

to assume solutions with z dependence ejoz

-ja = Ka (4.15)

Hence it is an eigenvalue problem with eigenvalue -j13. To solve it, we find the eigen-

values of the matrix K and the corresponding eigenvectors. These eigenvectors give

the coefficients a, for the expansion of the eigenmodes as a superposition of the indi-

vidual waveguide modes. The original modes of the individual waveguides no longer

propagate unchanged along z, but these new eigenmodes, often called supermodes,

do. The complete solution to the field at some point z is given by a weighted sum of

these supermodes, each multiplied by the corresponding phase factor e-j z:

N

E(x, z) =
2=1

cjf,(x)ei-liz
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/I

0

0

0

(4.14)

(4.16)
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Here, Oi are the supermodes, and ci are the weighting factors. These are determined

by the initial conditions. With the right initial conditions, as many of the modes as

desired can be excited.

4.2 The arbitrary profile problem

In Chapter 3, we designed an MMI AWG which exhibited low loss and qualitatively

correct behavior, but which also showed unacceptable levels of crosstalk. We pro-

pose a new type of input structure for the AWG made up of an array of coupled

waveguides. We believe such a structure can offer better performance than an MMI

for several reasons. To begin with, one of the failures of the MMI is the phase error

accumulated due to high numbered modes propagating at large angles. This effect

causes increased loss and, more importantly, errors in the overall phase which show

up again as crosstalk in the output. A system of coupled waveguides is a much more

controllable system. Loss in such a system should be minimal, while the phase at

the output will be well known. Any approximations made in the design of a coupled

waveguide system should have only little effect on the output, unlike the large errors

we found in the MMI. In addition, the MMI AWG also suffers from crosstalk because

the number of array waveguides can only be as large as the number of outputs. As

we saw in Chapter 3, the sampling of the field by the array can be considering a

windowing of an infinite impulse response filter. To better approximate the desired

frequency response, more array waveguides are needed. With a coupled waveguide

system, we can distribute the incoming power over as many waveguides as we like.

It seems at first glance that many of the problems of the MMI could be solved

by using the more traditional free space coupler design. Such a design naturally

has less crosstalk due to the lack of large phase errors and the ability to use more

array waveguides. Yet the free space coupler still features a great deal of loss and is

difficult to control precisely. The coupled waveguide solution features low loss and

extra degrees of freedom to fine tune the device response. Unfortunately, the coupled

waveguides cannot be used as the output of the AWG, because we cannot engineer the
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necessary interference condition at different output ports. Thus we will have to use

a free space coupler as the output structure. However, if the response of the output

is nonideal, simple adjustments can be made in the coupling coefficients of the input

to attempt to fix the problem.

The essential problem of this chapter is simple. We wish to find the set of coupling

coefficients K which produce certain output distributions at a given z in a coupled

waveguide array. Solving this problem directly is incredibly difficult. Examining

(4.16), we see that it is nontrivial to solve for the matrix K given the field at z = 0

and at some other z = z'. Instead, we examine an interesting analytic solution to the

coupled waveguide problem and then modify its results until we achieve the desired

result.

4.2.1 Bessel function property of coupled waveguides [36]

Consider the Bessel function identity

d J
2 d = Jn-1 - Jn+1 (4.17)

dz

This equation looks very similar to the coupled mode equations (for uniform nearest

neighbor coupling):

da~
d" = Jan_1 + jan+1 (4.18)
dz

Note that here we have taken the complex factor j out of the definition of K to

better emphasize the nature of the phase shift between waveguides, an issue which

will be discussed in more detail later1 . If we make the substitution an = jnJa, we

'Unfortunately, for most of this chapter, this notation is used assuming positive r, but equation
(4.11) shows that the coupling coefficient between two slab guides is actually negative. We must
remember that the phases we find mathematically in this chapter are actually the reverse of real
life.
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obtain

jn dJn ijn Jn1 + jj+Jn+1dz
dJn
dz

= KJ._1 - KJn+l

(4.19)

(4.20)

If we substitute K = 1/2, we recover the relation (4.17). This shows that for a

constant coupling coefficient of 1/2, if we excite waveguide 0 at z = 0, the mode

amplitude for waveguide n at distance z is equal to Jn(z). In fact, i = 1/2 is not

required; scaling n just (inversely) scales the distance z over which coupling occurs.

So any constant coupling coefficient produces amplitude distributions that go like

Bessel functions in z.

A Matlab program was used to plot the Bessel relation for 99 waveguides, shown

in Figure 4-1(a). Each row is a waveguide, and the colors represent the magnitude of

the Bessel function squared.

A second Matlab program was used to calculate the response of 99 waveguides

Bessel uinctions P,(z)f, n = [-49,49) Ceipled mode thesy, al v = 1/2

560

70

100z + I 1004

Figure 4-1: (a) Bessel functions jJ,(z)j2 , n = [-49,49], (b) Power in 99 uniformly
coupled waveguides
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coupled with r, = 1/2 when the center waveguide is excited. The result is shown in

Figure 4-1(b). It is clear that the basic pattern is the same as the Bessel functions.

Some slight differences do occur at the edges because the Bessel relation (4.17) requires

an infinite set of Bessel functions. Thus, uniformly coupled waveguides only follow

the Bessel function pattern perfectly if there is an infinite set of waveguides.

For a finite number of waveguides N, we can still find an analytic solution. We

consider only the case of N odd so we can excite the structure from the center, but

the argument can be generalized. We handle the finite number of waveguides by

treating the ends of the coupler as mirrors. This can be simulated in a system of

infinite waveguides by first placing a negative dummy source into waveguides N + 1

and -(N + 1). These sources cancel the excitation of the real input in waveguides

(N+1)/2 and -(N+1)/2, respectively, making it seem as if the waveguide array ends

at those points with just N total guides. However, the new source in waveguide N+ 1

will also create an unwanted excitation in waveguide -(N + 1)/2, so we need another

positive source to cancel this contribution. In order to fully cancel the field in the

(N+1)/2 and -(N+1)/2 waveguides, we need an infinite array of alternating positive

and negative dummy sources. The field in any waveguide can then be written as the

sum of the Bessel contributions from each of these sources. For example, the response

of the center waveguide of a uniformly coupled three waveguide system (excited in

the center) can be written as

ao(z)= Jo(z) - J4 (z) - J_4(z) + J8 (z) + J-8 (z) + (4.21)

Figure 4-2 shows the actual response for this waveguide using coupled mode theory,

as well as the Bessel approximation using the first five terms above. It is clear that

the Bessel formula works well for a while, but at larger z, more Bessel functions need

to be used to obtain an accurate solution.
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Figure 4-2: Coupled mode solution for a0 in centrally excited three waveguide system,
compared to approximation by sums of Bessel functions

4.2.2 Matlab tools for determining coupling coefficients

The coupled wave solution depicted in Figure 4-1(b) was generated using a Matlab

program which makes use of the propagation of supermodes (4.16). Prior to running

the program, the user must define a coupling matrix, find the eigenvalue matrix D

and the eigenvector matrix V, define an initial condition a(O), and then solve for the

supermode expansion coefficients c using the expression

c = V-1 a(O) (4.22)
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The program then takes as inputs D, V, c, and a specific length or range of lengths

z. The output A is a matrix of the waveguide mode amplitudes at each value of z,

which can then be studied for a specific waveguide or distance or viewed as a 2D color

image like the ones above.

To fit the coupling coefficients to the desired values, we began with uniform cou-

pling between all the waveguides, K = 1/2. Then the coupling coefficients were

manually adjusted in order to match the desired profile. Obviously, such a process

becomes increasingly more difficult as the number of waveguides in the coupler in-

creases. Finally, once the output profile was close to the desired profile, Newton's

method was used in order to make the results more accurate.

Newton's method [9]

Newton's method is used to calculate the coupling coefficients which will produce a

desired profile, given an initial guess obtained through trial and error. Two different

Matlab programs are used to perform this optimization. The first is designed for

flat profiles, while the second is made for Gaussian profiles. The method begins

by calculating the output at a given distance for an initial guess K of the coupling

coefficients. The resulting waveguide mode amplitudes are denoted an, but for the rest

of the algorithm we are concerned only with the power in each waveguide, p - Ian 2'

We calculate the vector function

f(K) = p(K) - Pdesied (4.23)

where p(K) is a vector of the calculated powers for the guess K in all waveguides but the

center. (Power conservation guarantees that if the other waveguides have the correct

output, the center will as well. Said another way, there are not enough adjustable

coefficients to set the amplitudes in each waveguide uniquely.) For a uniform profile,
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Pdesired is a vector with all elements equal to the value of p in the center waveguide.

For the Gaussian profile, each element is equal to the value of a Gaussian at that

point. (As seen below, the program treats each waveguide as an integer along x in

the formulation of the Gaussian.) The goal is obviously to achieve f(K) = 0, i.e., to

find the roots of f(K). We can expand this equation as

f(K) = f ((")) + Vf(K(")) - d("n +- 0 (4.24)

where m is the iteration number. Here Vf is the Jacobian matrix:

Vf =

ah
Of,,

&f2

ix1

Ofi
an 2

f2

5K2

0fT
0r-2

... 9f2Oxn

Df2
ann -

(4.25)

where the subscripts indicate elements of f and r,. In Matlab, this matrix can be

calculated by changing each element of the current guess of K by a small amount,

recalculating f, and then estimating the derivatives using a first difference.

The vector dr, is the correction which should be applied to create the next guess

for ,. It is calculated by solving the matrix equation (4.24):

Vf (K(")) - dr(m) - _f(K(m)) (4.26)

Then the correction dK is added to , to create a new guess:
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K(n+I) =K(m) + dr(m) (4.27)

and the process begins again. It is repeated until K converges (if it does).

4.2.3 Uniform distribution

The first amplitude profiles we generated had constant power across all the waveg-

uides. The coupling coefficients were found for 3, 5, 7, 21, 31, and 41 waveguides.

(We always used an odd number so that we could launch from the center and take

advantage of symmetry.) For 3 waveguides, the problem is trivial. The two coupling

coefficients are the same, and constant power distribution always occurs at some z.

For the other cases, many iterations were run by hand before turning to Newton's

method for a more exact solution. For example, Figure 4-3(a) shows the best attempt
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Figure 4-3: (a) Output of 21 waveguide coupler for uniform profile, K chosen
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at a uniform power profile by trial and error adjustment of the coupling coefficients.

Figure 4-3(b) shows the optimized profile, after Newton's method was applied to the

best guess.

Figure 4-4 shows the power in all 41 waveguides of the 41 waveguide coupler from

z = 0 to z = 1, where the uniform profile occurs. (Actually, in the original deter-

mination of the coupling coefficients, the uniform profile was found at a convenient

z given that the trial and error process started at the Bessel function result. For

purposes of later analysis, the coupling coefficients were then adjusted to place the

desired output at z 1.) Figure 4-5 shows the same picture, zoomed in on the area

around z = 1.

41 waveguide coupler
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Figure 4-4: 41 waveguide coupler for uniform profile
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Figure 4-5: Close up image of 41 waveguide coupler for uniform profile

The figures show how the coupling is at first small near the center and then

becomes larger away from the center. We expected this from the constant coupling

case (see Figure 4-1(b)), which shows that power is coupled easily into waveguides

near the center but takes a long time to reach the outside guides. Figure 4-6 shows

the coupling coefficients for 3, 5, 7, 21, 31, and 41 waveguides with the output at

z = 1. We see that the coupling coefficients do indeed increase as we move away from

the center guide. Furthermore, the basic pattern seems to be the same for all the

couplers. However, we also notice that the coupling coefficients eventually start to

go back down. This can be explained by the reflection at the end of the coupler. We

lower the outside coefficients so the field does not couple back towards the center too
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Figure 4-6: Coupling coefficients for uniform profile couplers

quickly.

A uniform profile coupler like these could potentially be very useful. Previously,

waveguide couplers were generally used only for a few ports, while other devices were

used to realize couplers requiring a larger number of ports. Free space star couplers

are perhaps the most common devices, but much effort is required in order to obtain

a uniform response in the output. MMIs often have excellent uniformity, but as we

have seen, their performance breaks down for small, high index contrast devices. In

addition, the number of ports is limited in an MMI. It is clear that large N waveguide

couplers have the potential to be quite useful in their own right. Furthermore, an 8

waveguide uniform coupler could replace the input MMI of the MMI AWG, reducing
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the phase errors and loss associated with that part of the device.

4.2.4 Gaussian distribution

In order to use a free space output coupler, we desire a Gaussian distribution, which

will Fourier transform in the far field to another Gaussian. Figure 4-7 shows a Gaus-

sian pattern generated for 41 waveguides following the equation

1 (i-21)
2
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Figure 4-7: Output of 41 waveguide coupler for Gaussian profile
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Figure 4-8: Output of 41 waveguide coupler for improved Gaussian profile

where i is the waveguide number from 1 to 41 and the numerical constant is for

normalization (power conservation).

This profile was very promising; however, since it represents a power distribution,

the associated field is perhaps a bit too wide. We want the electric field to follow a

profile similar to the one in Figure 4-7 so that the wings are not too cut off. Therefore,

we made a second Gaussian shape, shown in Figure 4-8, which is the square of the

shape in Figure 4-7:
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1 (i-21)

P = - - 50
12.5326

(4.29)

Figure 4-9 shows the coupling coefficients for the 41 waveguide uniform coupler,

as well as the two Gaussian couplers. We see that the Gaussian coefficients follow

the same basic pattern as the uniform ones, increasing farther away from the center

before finally dropping off slightly. As expected, the Gaussian pattern does not need

as much coupling as the uniform pattern (and the thinner Gaussian requires less than

the wider Gaussian), but it is interesting that the Gaussian coefficients are still more

similar to the coefficients for a uniform profile than to the Bessel function case.

Coupling coefficients for uniform and Gaussian profiles
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Figure 4-9: Coupling coefficients for 41 waveguide uniform and Gaussian couplers
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4.2.5 Phase of the waveguide couplers

We must also consider the phase of the waveguide couplers. Equation (4.18) shows

that there is a phase shift of j, or r/2 radians, between a guide and the neighboring

guides which it excites. For the 41 waveguide Gaussian coupler of Figure 4-8, the

phase is depicted in Figure 4-10. The slope of 7r/2 is apparent on both sides of

the center waveguide. This phase profile unfortunately creates a problem for the

design of an AWG. We want the center wavelength to be completely in phase at the

entrance to the output coupler so that it will focus to the center output waveguide. To

accomplish this, we could simply remove the phase of the coupler by propagating the

light through different lengths in a uncoupled region. However, the other wavelengths
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Figure 4-10: Phase of 41 waveguide Gaussian coupler
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would exit with a phase that was still proportional to the phase in Figure 4-10. But

we want these wavelengths to contain a linear (asymmetric) phase profile in order to

focus them to different output waveguides.

One simple way to fix this problem is to excite the waveguide coupler not at

the center waveguide, but at one of the end waveguides. In this case the phase will

grow by 7/2 in neighboring waveguides, but this effect will only propagate in one

direction, creating a line antisymmetric about the center waveguide as desired. In

order to achieve this phase, we must redesign the Gaussian coupler for excitation

from one of the sides. This makes the choice of coupling coefficients more difficult

because we can no longer take advantage of symmetry. Still, we were still able to

Coupling coefficients for 41 waveguide side launched Gaussi an coupler
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Figure 4-11: Coupling coefficients for 41 waveguide side launched Gaussian coupler
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41 waveguide side launched Gaussian coupler phase
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Figure 4-12: Phase of 41 waveguide side launched Gaussian coupler

achieve a 41 waveguide side launched Gaussian coupler. The coupling coefficients are

pictured in Figure 4-11. Notice that many sets of coupling coefficients gave a Gaussian

profile. However, only one gave the desired phase response, pictured in Figure 4-12.

The others had slight problems in the small numbered waveguides, nearest the input,

because the field amplitude had gone below zero, giving the desired power but the

incorrect phase. The correct answer was found by tweaking the previous, slightly

incorrect set of coupling coefficients and inputting them into the Newton's method

routine until a new, better solution was found. We see that the correct solution looks

qualitatively the best, as it is the smoothest and looks the most like the profiles of

Figure 4-9.
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4.2.6 Waveguide spacings required for coupling

Using (4.11), we calculated the distances D between the centers of neighboring waveg-

uides required to achieve the 41 waveguide side launched Gaussian coupler. We as-

sumed a 0.225 pum waveguide, which is single mode and as close to the second mode

cutoff width of 0.24364 pum as we can get using 0.025 pm separation in FDTD. The

calculation was performed for coupler lengths of 27.25 ftm and 111.5 pm, the lengths

we found for the 1 x 8 and 8 x 8 MMI couplers. The results are pictured in Figure

4-13. We see that for such high index contrast and confined modes, the spacing must

be small. Even worse, though, are the very slight changes in spacing required from

X 10-' Waveguide spacings for side launched Gaussian coupler
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Figure 4-13: Waveguide spacings D required to create 41 waveguide side launched
Gaussian coupler
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one pair of waveguides to another. Therefore, even though the coupled waveguides

work very well in theory, they may be hard to fabricate. We ignore this problem,

however, and assume that it can be solved by using thinner, less confining waveg-

uides or a lower, but still high, index contrast system. Otherwise, the coupling will

differ from the ideal case.

4.3 Output coupler for new AWG

Unfortunately, the output coupler for this new AWG cannot be constructed like the

input, using coupled modes. Consider a profile generated across coupled waveguides

some distance L from the excitation of one of the waveguides. If the complex conjugate

of the profile is taken, the process will be reversed. All of the light will return to the

original waveguide in the same distance L. This behavior is a direct consequence of

(4.12). Taking the derivative in the -z direction,

da _da_

d() d -Ka (4.30)
d(-z) dz

Thus going in the -z direction switches the sign of the -r/2 phase change in K. We

can then conclude that the mode amplitudes at z = -L are the complex conjugates

of those at z = L. Since the profile at z = -L converges to one waveguide at z = 0,

we conclude that the conjugates of the profile at z = L will also converge back to the

original waveguide in distance L. This property is shown for the 41 waveguide side

launched Gaussian coupler in Figure 4-14(a).

Unfortunately, it does not seem to be simple to add a phase to the mode amplitude

profile to make it converge to a different waveguide. Figure 4-14(b) shows the result

when a linear phase of slope 3-g/40 is added in addition to the complex conjugation.

It is clear that the light focuses to the second to last waveguide more than the others,

but it is far from 100%. Furthermore, the output appears at a smaller z than the
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Figure 4-14: (a) Refocusing of Gaussian output into original waveguide, (b) At-

tempted refocusing into different waveguide

simple reversal. Thus, we cannot remove the signal focused here without affecting

the operation of the coupler beyond that z. Even if we were to somehow engineer

100% power into different output waveguides as a function of phase, we would also

need to ensure that this effect happened at the same z. For these reasons, we quickly

abandoned the idea of using a waveguide coupler as the output of our AWG. It may

be possible to do so, but the waveguide coupler physics do not suggest an immediate

solution.

4.3.1 Free space (star) coupler

Since we decided not to use some sort of waveguide coupler for the AWG output,

and since we wanted to avoid the disadvantages of MMIs, we instead chose to use a

traditional free space, or star, coupler for this purpose. Although the star coupler has

not yet been designed, we will discuss briefly the basic principles behind the device

and outline its design.
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Fourier transforms and the far field

The star coupler is basically a free propagation region, where the walls of the structure

are far enough away that reflections do not significantly affect the device operation.

Consider a field profile u(xo, 0) at the input of the star coupler, z = 0. The output of

the star coupler is in the far field, so the field profile there is given by the Fraunhofer

diffraction equation [10]:

u(x, z) = e nkoze-jnkox2/2z j0u(o, 0)einkoxxo/zdxo (4.31)

Notice that the integral in (4.31) defines a Fourier transform, so the far field is,

within scaling factors and phase, the Fourier transform of the input. The most basic

description of the star coupler's role in an AWG assumes that we have a Gaussian

profile across the array waveguides. Since the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is a

Gaussian, and since we put the array waveguide output along a spherical surface,

we expect the Gaussian at that point to focus into a smaller Gaussian in the center

output waveguide, just as if it had passed through a lens. When we put a linear

phase across the array waveguides, Fourier transform theory tells us that the output

will be shifted in space, i.e., into a different output waveguide. This is the reason we

required a linear phase in the waveguide coupler.

Although we have been able to achieve a Gaussian profile in the mode amplitudes

of the array waveguides, this is not the same as a Gaussian profile across the whole

array. The individual mode shapes also matter. If the output of the array is merely

a Gaussian envelope multiplied by the cosinusoidal mode amplitudes, the output will

be a spatial convolution of the transforms of these two components. This causes

sidelobes, or extra diffraction orders, to appear in the output. We wish to avoid

sidelobes, because all power that goes into them is lost. To counteract this problem,

we place the array guides as close to one another as possible at the entrance to the

star coupler. Figure 4-15 shows the resulting field assuming 0.225 pum waveguides

and no spacing between the waveguide cores. The figure was obtained by simply
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Figure 4-15: Input to star coupler for 0.225 pm array waveguides, no gap in between
guides

summing the waveguide modes. In reality, no matter how sharply we approach the

star coupler, there will be some coupling between the array waveguides, changing

this profile. (Such coupling may actually be useful in its own right, however, as we

mention in Chapter 5.) The profile is mostly Gaussian and should produce small

sidelobes when Fourier transformed. Using thinner, less confining waveguides could

improve this profile or allow the same profile to be created with more space between

the guides. However, such a choice may increase loss in the array bends. Another

option is to taper the waveguides as they approach the star coupler, reducing the

coupling and simplifying the layout.
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Figure 4-16: Rowland circle geometry for free space/star coupler

Detailed description of star coupler [18], [34]

A more detailed description of the star coupler in an AWG is given by Madsen and

Zhao [18] and Smit [34]. This description is useful in the design of the coupler. We

present some of the important results, modifying them if necessary for the coupled

mode AWG.

Most star couplers used in AWGs are based on the geometry of the so-called Row-

land circle, which is pictured in Figure 4-16. In this geometry, the array waveguides

are spaced a distance d apart on a circle of radius R centered at the middle output

waveguide. The output waveguides, on the other hand, are spaced distance d, apart

on a circle of radius R/2. It can be shown that the path length difference from two

adjacent array waveguides to a particular output waveguide is given by d sin 0, where

0 is the angle from the middle of the array to the output waveguide. In order to

get constructive interference at the desired output guide, the phase arising from the

length difference in the array must counteract the phase of the Rowland circle, as

well as the phase from the input waveguide coupler:

7r
- - ni1kOdsinO = -neffkoAL + 27rm (4.32)
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Here, -w/2 is the phase difference accumulated in the waveguide coupler 2 , nric is

the effective index of the array guides, and ni is the index of the core material which

makes up the free space region.

The frequency response of the system can be understood better using a cascade

of transfer matrices for each element. Madsen and Zhao [18] do this and show that

the frequency response for output n can be expressed as the product of an envelope

function and an integral. The envelope function is U,(nd0 ), the far field of the ar-

ray guide mode given by (4.31) and evaluated at output n. It causes nonuniformity

between the outputs, something which is not easily predicted just by looking at the

interference condition (4.32). The integral is a convolution of the output waveguide

mode and the so-called array factor. This array factor contains information about

both the Gaussian coefficients of the input coupler and the phases of (4.32). It de-

termines the demultiplexing properties of the AWG. In addition, the overlap between

the array factor and the output mode determines the loss due to mode mismatch and

diffraction into sidelobes. We have already seen that creating a smooth Gaussian of

the correct width across the array waveguides will help with these problems.

It turns out that the modes of the array and output waveguides can in fact be

approximated by a Gaussian shape with an effective radius wo [18], [34]:

u(x) = 1 C-(X/WO)2 (4.33)
W O

The magnitude in the far field is given by

IU(X')l = ni e-(nrwox'/AR) 2  (4.34)
AR

2We now return to the correct sign for the phase between coupled waveguides and assume that
the originally excited guide has the longest path length in the array.
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Thought of as the far field of the array waveguides, this expression helps us find the

envelope function for the frequency response or, alternatively, the loss uniformity of

the output channels:

L -10 logio C2(nrwo'/AR)2  8.7 ( AlRwox' (4.35)

Thought of as the far field of the output waveguides, (4.34) gives the required width

of the Gaussian distribution produced by the input waveguide coupler.

Beginning the design

To begin the star coupler design, we first chose the array and output waveguide size to

be 0.225 um. As mentioned earlier, this is the largest size allowed by our usual 0.025

pm FDTD spacing which is still single mode. We then chose the output waveguide

separation to avoid coupling. Conservatively, we selected do = 1.125 Am. In reality,

the separation will have to be one which is allowed by the interference condition

(4.32). We then decided on a maximum nonuniformity of 3 dB and used (4.35)

with x' = 4do to determine a good radius for the coupler. We found R = 16.4 um.

The next step is to use coupled modes to create a new Gaussian input profile which

looks like (4.34) for the chosen waveguide width and coupler radius. (This step is

unnecessary in traditional star coupler AWGs because the input and output star

couplers are symmetric.) Our current Gaussian profiles are unacceptable because we

did not think carefully enough about the star coupler at the time of the earlier work.

Finally, we must choose AL to achieve the phase match condition of (4.32).

The star coupler is difficult to simulate in FDTD simply because it is hard to

properly set up the dielectric file. Some Matlab code has been written to automat-

ically create the profile. It is incomplete, but a good start. Figure 4-17 shows the

dielectric structure generated by this code. It is clear that the output side of the

coupler has not been generated, though this is not necessary to begin testing the fo-
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cusing properties. In addition, we used 0.2 prm waveguides spaced 0.225 Mm apart at

the coupler boundary instead of the desired structure of 0.225 Pm waveguides spaced

0.225 prm apart. In the latter case, the waveguides are too closely spaced to make

a meaningful figure. Even worse, the waveguides are hard to excite properly when

spaced so closely, so some more cleverness might be needed to properly set up a star

coupler simulation.

Early attempt at setting up a star coupler in FDTD (Scale: 1 point = 0.025ptm)
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Figure 4-17: Early attempt at setting up a free space/star coupler in FDTD
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have described preliminary work in the design of an arrayed waveg-

uide grating for high index contrast integrated optics. Unfortunately, the work is

not complete; however, this is an accident of discovery more than error. Originally,

the focus of the work was to be the design of a high index contrast AWG based

on multimode interference couplers. After much effort, designs were produced for a

1 x 8 MMI splitter and an 8 x 8 MMI combiner. Then array waveguide lengths

were selected to test the overall performance of the device. Unfortunately, the device

performance, while qualitatively correct, did not meet the desired crosstalk require-

ments. Up until this point, most of the work, that described in Chapter 3, was fairly

standard. Even though MMI-based AWGs are rare, they are still well known [16],

[27], [28], [32], [24]. Here it seemed like the real work was about to begin, a project

to identify and correct the problems with the MMI AWG in the particular setting of

high index contrast, something which had not been tried before. Some progress was

made identifying these problems and possible solutions before this part of the project

was abandoned.

The focus of this thesis changed considerably when H. Haus proposed the idea

for an input based on coupled mode theory. This type of input shows great promise

for use in an AWG. By proper choice of the coupling coefficients, we can engineer

any desired amplitude profile at a given distance in the coupler. This way, even

though the output must be a star coupler, we can optimize the fields to produce the
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smoothest Gaussian input to that device, reducing the sidelobes of the final response.

In addition, the phase of the coupled waveguide output is well known, which was not

the case for the error-riddled MMI couplers. Thus this new input structure is very

exciting and merits further study. However, work on it has only just begun, so we

are unsure of the final results.

This concluding chapter will discuss some of the future work which can be done

on this project. It will begin by analyzing some of the possible solutions to the MMI

AWG. Even though that project has been largely abandoned, it is still interesting,

and this author would like to see it pursued. The concluding pages will then discuss

the future of the coupled mode AWG, as well as some other work which could be

done on the coupled mode input structure.

5.1 Future of the MMI AWG

One of the fundamental problems of the MMI AWG is the presence of large phase

errors in the MMI couplers for the desired index contrast and size. The simplest

solution, and one which could be tried easily, is to determine the actual output phases

of the MMI couplers. The array waveguides could then be optimized around the actual

phases of the MMI outputs, not the theoretical values.

A more radical solution to the phase error problem is to try to reduce or eliminate

the phase errors. One solution is to implement the MMI couplers using an optimized

low index contrast structure, as shown in [12]. This technique would theoretically

cancel the two sources of phase error, but only within the approximations made in

that paper. Of course, it would also increase the size of the MMI and also produce

possible fabrication and mode matching problems at the interface to the (necessarily

high index contrast) array guides. Another solution attempts to do away with phase

errors in an even more fundamental manner. A so-called graded-index MMI, or GRIN

MMI, eliminates phase errors by creating an index gradient in the slab region [17].

The index gradient is chosen so that the propagation constants have the quadratic

dependence
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i(i + d)r
(d+ 1)L7 51

It turns out that self-imaging will occur for even positive integer d. Inserting

d - 2 recovers the relation (3.8) we had before for an MMI. Here, however, the index

profile makes the relation exact, and no phase errors will occur. Such a structure

seems tempting; however, the technical issues in creating this structure may be even

worse than creating an optimized low contrast, step-index MMI.

A final step which could help the performance of the MMI AWG is to consider

the windowing function interpretation of the array. It is impossible to create a larger

number of waveguides in the array for a given number of output channels, but it

is possible to shape the windowing function to reduce the sidelobes. Paiam and

MacDonald [27] discuss their efforts to use a 1 x 8 nonuniform MMI splitter as the

input device for their AWG. M. Bachmann, et. al., show that nonuniform power

splitting is obtained by selecting the input position such that some of the self images

overlap. In fact, the 1 x 8 uniform symmetric, shorter coupler we used in our AWG

design is also a consequence of the same phenomenon [2]. Other researchers have

found ways to make tunable MMIs by varying the index halfway along the MMI, but

these designs are not yet ready for structures with eight outputs [14].

For the purpose of the MMI AWG, the splittings should be picked such that the

transmitted power increases with dj and then decreases again. This splitting gives a

window shape which is closer to the popular Hamming window or the Gaussian of a

free space AWG than the original even splitting. Paiam and MacDonald [27] found

that use of a nonuniform input coupler helped reduce sidelobes by 15 dB. However,

as a tradeoff, the main lobe was widened, causing different crosstalk problems. This

problem was solved by cascading two multiplexers together for optimal performance.

Such a solution would be the easiest to implement on the current high index contrast

AWG problem. In fact, a nonuniform MMI was attempted in the last days of the

MMI AWG work; however, the imaging was still too poor, suggesting that perhaps
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this enhancement is not enough by itself. Still, it is the most promising lead for the

MMI AWG.

5.2 Future of the coupled mode AWG

The coupled mode AWG still has much development to be done. The largest piece of

the puzzle is the development of the output coupler. While some of the groundwork

for the output coupler has been laid in Chapter 4, there is clearly much more work

to be done on this device. One specific improvement beyond the standard design

procedures could be the use of directional coupling in the array waveguides to create

a rectangular envelope for the frequency response, thus making the loss more uniform

across the output. This phenomenon was discovered by Okamoto [25] and explained

by Song [38], [29], [37] using the Bessel function relations for coupled waveguides

derived in Chapter 4. In addition, the input array of coupled waveguides has yet

to be simulated in FDTD. Only a true electromagnetic simulation will show that

this coupling technique is viable, especially over several wavelengths. Furthermore,

it would be interesting to see how the desired profiles change when rounding error is

introduced to the very finely spaced coupling coefficients we have derived. Finally,

the input and output sections of the device need to be joined, with appropriate array

guide delays, to test the overall AWG. Only at this stage will we know for sure how

useful it is to be able to create an arbitrary profile in the array waveguides.

In order to achieve these goals, it might be useful to find ways to make the simu-

lations more accurate. For this thesis, we have always ignored the three dimensional

structure of the waveguides. We treated the problem as two dimensional without

making any of the correct approximations, such as the effective index approximation.

In the future, it may be wise to invoke this approximation. In addition, the continua-

tion scheme to transfer fields from one simulation to another could be optimized. For

instance, it would be better to transfer only the part of the field which matches the

array waveguide mode from the input simulation to the output. Even more accuracy

could be gained by simulating the array guides directly. Finally, it would be useful
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to create a quick way to find mode overlaps over a range of frequencies, though this

may be difficult because the desired mode profile changes with frequency. However,

these accuracy improvements may be delayed until rough solutions are found.

5.3 More on waveguide couplers

The coupled mode AWG is not the only possible use for the large N waveguide

couplers we have designed. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the uniform distribution

coupler could be useful for many applications requiring uniform splitting. One of

these is the MMI AWG considered in Chapter 3. An 8 waveguide coupler could

replace the input MMI, though the output MMI was by far the worse problem. It

is also possible to engineer an optimal nonuniform splitter for the input to an AWG

with an MMI output. This splitting would not look Gaussian across the waveguides

as they are laid out, but taken in order of dj, it would look somewhat Gaussian.

There are also important theoretical questions surrounding the large N waveguide

couplers. One problem is the choice of coupling coefficients. In this thesis we fairly

easily found the coupling coefficients for N as large as 41, even in the antisymmetric

side launched case. But the problem became much more difficult as N increased.

It would be interesting to find a more sophisticated algorithm to find the coupling

coefficients for a desired profile. A large part of such an algorithm should be more

advanced convergence methods.

Finally, an interesting problem is the description of what actually happens in a

large N waveguide coupler. For example, consider the paraxial wave equation in two

dimensions [10]:

Ou- 2jk 0 (5.2)
IX2 Oz

It can be discretized in the x direction as
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Un+ ) - 2u,+ Un- - 2jk O 0 (5.3)
(AX)2 Oz

which becomes

Dun - (un+1 - 2un + un_1) (5.4)
Oz 2k(Ax)2

This has some terms which are oddly similar to (4.18), suggesting that the infinite

coupled waveguide problem can be somehow linked to paraxial free space propagation

with an index profile (alternatively, a k profile) along the x direction. A finite number

of waveguides would simply introduce reflecting boundary conditions into the free

space problem. However, the term containing un is not found in the coupled waveguide

problem, and we have not accounted for the mode profiles of the waveguides, so it is

uncertain if the similarities between the two problems are meaningful. Nevertheless,

it would be interesting to see if there is in fact some way of linking the theory of

coupled waveguide optics and that of paraxial free space optics, especially since we

use both in our coupled mode AWG design.
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Appendix A

Sample FDTD Input File

The following is a sample input file for the FDTD code. It is constructed from the file

for the 1 x 8 MMI coupler; however, the file has been somewhat edited to save space.

For example, though nine sources may be declared, only two are listed. Needless to

say, the file would not actually run correctly. All distances are in microns.

1 0
.025 .025 1.1

1360 480 16 16

0 60000 1000 0

10 1.46 1

0 1

-1. 5.7 2. 0.6 3.5

1 0 0 1

0 1

1. 1. 27.25 10. 3.5

1 0 0 1

2. 1. 2. 1. fldfile

indicates TE polarization

Discretization: dx, dy,
cfl (used to determine time step)

Grid/PML Size (in grid points): x size,

y size, PML x size, PML y size

Time stepping: start, finish, interval

to write out field, take snapshot at end?

number of dielectric objects, background

refractive index, write out dielectric?

object type (0 = rectangle),

number of repetitions

corner x coordinate, corner y coordinate,

length 1, length 2, index of refraction

directions of length 1 and length 2

(here, +x and +y)

More rectangles.. .we omit most of them

to save space. Note that the format can

differ for other object types.

Initial field (here, none): xmin, xmax,

ymin, ymax, filename
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9

2 1.55 500 3. 0. 0.

.1 .1 5.5 6.5

-2 0 2. 1. 1.

0 1.55 500 3. 0. 0.

33.9 33.9 1.125 2.125

-2 0 2. 1. 1.

0 5

2. 1. 2. 1.

8

33.9 33.9 1.125 2.125 2

33.9 33.9 2.375 3.375 3

1.544 1.556 .00001

9
.2 .2 5.5 6.5

33.9 33.9 1.125 2.125

number of sources (eight are dummies

for mode overlap)

time type (2 = gaussian pulse), center

wavelength, pulsewidth in fs,

number of pulsewidths to shift, group

delay (times c), phase delay (times c)

Source cross section: xmin, xmax,

ymin, ymax

spatial type (-2 = from modesolver),

excitation direction (1 = forward),
effective index guess (ignored for -2

spatial type, needed otherwise),

amplitude if Gaussian spatial type,

width if Gaussian spatial type

time type 0 = none, a dummy source for

mode overlap. We omit the other seven.

Monitored points (here, none): num

interval to write out field

Energy box (here, none): xmin, xma

ymin, ymax

number of mode overlaps

1 Mode overlap: xmin, xmax, ymin, ym

source to take frequency from,

write out finmag and finphs?

1 ! We omit the other six.

Spectrum: start wavelength, end

wavelength, spacing

number of power fluxes

! Power flux: xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax

We omit the other seven.

ber,

x ,

ax,
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